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THE NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
SANTA FE. N. . M., THURSDAY MARCH

F0RT1' SIXTH YEAR
--

He Will Not Be Outdone by
the Most Radical
Advocate
LAW

MUST

BE

OBSERVED

Splendid Declaration of Princi
ples by Secretary of the
Interior.
Minn., March 17. As
ardent an advocate of wise conservation as the moat radical, was the way
In which Secretary Balllnger, of the
Interior department, In a speech yesterday before the State Conservation
Convention, expressed his policy in
regard to the public land question.
"But," he added, "It must be wise conservation to appeal to me."
Secretary Balllnger declared himself out of sympathy with those radicals who fear that all natural resources are being used up without
any consideration for future generaSt.

Paul,

added, "for controlling or supervising
hydro-electri- c
power produced from
power plants installed ou government
water power sites. No man or set of
men can comply with the present law
and finance a coal mine on the public
domain on 040 acres of land except under extremely favorable conditions.
The absurdity of the law in itself in
vited fraud and indirect methods of
evading Its provisions. It is hoped
Congress will furnish the interior department with the necessary ma
chinery to guard safely and properly
the public intorests In their ultimate
disposition."
NO

PRIOR RIGHTS TO
THE PUBLIC

RANGE,

Judge W. H. Pope Takes Only Ten.
able Position In Case of Merchant vs. Alston.

ARTHUR BOYLE ANSWER8
THE LA8T SUMMONS.
Death Cornea to Aged Florist After
Brief Illness Had a Remarkable Career.
this afternoon.
At three o'clock
death came. to Arlhur Boyle, a well
known and old resident of this city.
Mr. Uoylo was of English, birth and
after years abroad that were partly
spent In the service of the Rajah of
Sarawak, Borneo, Sir Brookes, he
settled In this quiet old town, helping
to beautify It with trees and. flowers,
for Mr, Boyle whs an enthusiastic
gardener and horticulturist and carried on for many years a greenhouse
and florist business in the Clarendon
gardens on the south side. Mr. Boyle
was a septuagenarian but was robust
and active until last week when his
final Illness seized him, tho Immediate
cause of death being congestion of
the lungs. Besides the aged wife, a
daughter, Myrtle, teacher of the kindergarten In the public school, and
a son, Vere, clerk In the office of the
territorial land commission, survive.
Mr. Boyle was a faithful member of
the Church of tho Holy Faith, Protestant Episcopal, and a hard working
member of the local Masonic lodge.
Tho following are a few of the facts
from the life of Mr. Boyle before settling in the United States and coming
to Santa Fe:
Arthur Boyle was born on February
Staffordshire,
22, 1840, In Newcastle,
England. He was the second son of
John Boylo, a man of good family and
highly respected In the Potteries. He
was a partner of Wedgowood. John
Boyle died In early manhood from the
effects of an accident, leaving a widsons-Ar- thur
ow, one daughter and three
being then four years old. His

CLEOFES

ROMERO

GIVEN

PLUM

Appointed Superintendent of
the Penitentiary by the
GoYerpor
F!

Santa Fe Irrigation and Improve
ment Company Increases
Capital.

U

NO 52

1910.

William E. Parllow of Hollene, for NEW FIRE HOUSE
the precinct ot Legansvllle.
WILL BE BUILT.
Dona Ana County.

Dudley Foe Garret of Las Cruces,
for the precincts of Organ and San
Augustln,
J. Fred Lemon of Las Cruces, for
the precincts of Dona Ana, 3 and 20
outside ot the Incorporated limits of
Las Oruces.
Jose C. Rodriguez of Las Cruces,
for Las Cruces.
Stelly Mason of Hatch, for precincts Santa Teresa and Colorado.
Otero County,
Fred W. Pelman of Alamogordo, for
the precinct of Alamogordo,
William L. Cshlll of Moscalero, for
the precinct of Mescalero.
Albert S. Maudlin of Mountain
Park, for precincts of High
Rolls,
Wedd, Mayhlll and Cloudcroft.
Harry W. Kellogg of Alamogordo,
for precincts of Orogrande and Camp.
E. O. Brownfield of Orange,
for
precincts ot Avis, Orange and Oasis.
National Guard Order No. 14.
Private F. C. Bluemleln, Company
"K" 1st Infantry, N. G. N. M., Is promoted 2nd lieutenant to date from today, vice Hinton declined commission.
Lieutenant Bluemleln Is assigned to
duty with Company "K" and will report In person to Captain Mendenhall
for duty.
Samuel T. Bitting, Jr., of Carlsbad,
is appointed 2nd lieutenant in the National Guard of New Mexico to date
from today.
Lieutenant Bitting Is assigned to
duty with Company "B" 1st Infantry,
Nntlanal Guard of New Mexico and
to
will report In person
Captain
Church for duty.

STATEHOOD

BILL

Volunteers to Have a Handsome Brlcfci
and Stone Structure on San
Francitco Street.
The Santa Fe fire department Is to
have a two story brick building fitted
up In modern style, for the volunteer At
Request of Beverldge It
Bids have
firemen's headquarters.
been advertised for and It Is expected
Gets Place After Railroad
that the work will be begun at an earMeasure
ly date.
The building Is to be located on
San Francisco street at the rear of
the postofn.ee and it will be a great TAFT IS BACK IN WASHINGTON
Improvement over the present frame
structure on Lincoln avenue. It will
be 36 by 76 feet an will have a 120 Bill to Give Leave of Absence to
foot tower. The structure Is to be
Homesteaders Under Irrigaof brick and stone and to have a spa
tion Projects.
cious basement which will be used for
a gymnasium. The first floor will be
used for the apparatus room and will
Washington, D. C, March 23. Pres.
be 50 feet deep. In the rear will be Ident Taft, after six days absence, rerooms
hall
a
and
four sleeping
way turned to Washington this morning. .
Statehood Next Order of Business.
leading to the tower.
The second floor will contain an Special to the New Mexican.
assembly room, 27 by 49 feet. Back
Washington, March 23. The state- of It will be dressing rooms.
hood bills for New Mexico and AriWhile the estimated cost of the new zona were announced the next busibuilding has not been given It Is un- ness on the calendar. Senator Bevderstood that it will be under $10,000. erldge announced the Intention ot the
The Department.
committee to submit the report aa
The local Are department was or soon as it can be printed, which will
ganized In 1880 and its present offi be within a few days. The vice prescers are Frank Owen, chief; Henry ident stated that the bill will go over
C. Alarid, assistant chief; A. M. Det- - upon the request of the senator from
telbach, secretary and fire marshal, Indiana.
and T. P. Delgado, treasurer.
The bill granting leaves of absence
The department has done efficient to homesteaders on lands to be irriwork In Santa Fe controlling a num- gated upon proper showing to the
ber of bad fires in the past few commissioner of public lands, passed
years so that they did not result in the Senate and was reported favorably
great conflagration. In July, 1907, placed on the House calendar.
the department's efficiency was provSeuator Stephens Introduced a bill
ed In the handling of the Conway fire to authorize locations for mining purexIn
same
and
December of the
year
poses on certain Indian lands under
cellent service was rendered in ex- regulations ot the secretary of the inbroke
which
the
flames
terior.
tinguishing
out in the basement of the Laughlln
New Postmasters.
building.
Washington, March 23. The follow
In February of last year the depart ing postmasters have been commisment had to fight a very stubborn Are sioned:
Henry D. Bryon, Blockton,
that consumed the old court house N. M.; Thomas Clarence Walker,
was
while
the building
and
destroyed Heaton, N. M. The following fourth- the flames were prevented, from class not money-orde- r
offices, were esIn the past few weeks tablished March 16: Fred Hawkins,
spreading.
the firemen showed their courage and Banks; Howard A. Bragg, CoIIlns-vlllCharles W. McNeill, Mosquero.
ability in quickly controlling the Are
that broke out in Hay ward s- - meat A new postofflce has been establish
to
market and for a time threatened
ed at Hobbs, Eddy county, with George
destroy the entire block.
W. Robers as postmaster.
seen
Are
the
have
fighters
Although
some strenuous days, there has not The site of the postofflce at Cowles,
has been moved 5
been a single fatal accident at a Are Sa Miguel county,
miles north.
though there has been one death due
to exposure, suffered by one of the
volunteers.
WILL SEIZE TIMBER
CUT BY MINERS.
BILL
IS
STATEHOOD

From almost a dozen candidates for
tho nines, (ioverneii Mills has select
of Las Veed Sheriff Cleofes
the
gas, for the super ptendency of
is makpenitentiary, and V. Romero
the place
ing arrangements ,ip take
Mills
'Governor
without
delay.
was Induced to tender the place to
Sheriff Romero because convinced of
his business ability, ot nis gooo. record as a peace officer and because of
his strictly tempera'; habits. He has
known Mr. Romero for many years,
in fact, ever since Mr. Romero was
a boy and is certain that ho has made
the right selection for the place. Mr.
Romero is In the prime of life, In fact,
tions.
still a young man, has served nine
"Our country," he said, "is the rich- building tanks and wind mills. Christ
as depyears us Bherlff, several years
est of ail in natural resources. Its mas and Williams, cattle raisers, came
as deputy United
also
and
sheriff
Its
uty
its
Iron,
soli, its minerals, its coal,
on the same range and built watering
SiRtes marshal and there is not a flaw
granite, its limestone, its water power places, but were enjoined from letin his official record. He Is a son of
Immeasurable
and its climate posses
ting their cattle graze there because
County Treasurer Eugenlo Romero
conutilized,
not
it
had
properly
wealth, and,
Ihelr stock were infected and
a brother of Dlsuict Clerk Secun-dln- PENITENTIARY CLAIMS FOUR
and
all
for
care
to
resources
laws.
to
tain sufficient
federal
been dipped according
MORE PRISONERS.
Romero and a power In San Miof
In
the
their
and
population
leased
Williams
Increase
Mr.
Christmas
probable
guel county Republican politics.
to
Alston
Brothers,
our country in the years to come."
will
watering places
Sheriff
Sheriff Snyder and Deputy
Romero has a family which ho
detwo brothHe said that while "the doctraln-aire- s sheep breeders, and Judge Pope's
Bropby Brought Them Here
bring over to' Santa Fe, the
to
occupy
the
of
cision
members
sheep
coal
permits
deposits
er, having married sisters,
figure that the
Yesterday.
not al
the United States and Alaska will be the range, provided they are
of a well known and prominent French
mile of
half
a
roam
within
to
lowed
one
are
about
of
sociaiij
who
exhausted in a iperiod
popular
Four prisoners were brought here
family and
wells. The Merchants
in the Meadow City. ,
hundred years, the fact is that, ac- Merchant's
yesterday by Sheriff G. W. Snyder and
and state
of
notice
have
appeal
in
is
coal
given
of
the
to
the
superintendent
production
cording
The salary of
Deputy Sheriff John Brophy of Claywill carry the case to the sua place that ton and lodged in the penitentiary for
the United States at the close of 1908, that they
$2,400 and of the matron
court of the United States if
su- terms of
preme
the
of
the
1
wife
cent
of
to
the
original
0.4
of
from six months to 15 or 20
custom
per
goes
only
by
necessary. C. W. Merchant is a weal
$000 a year. In addition years. The latter sentence is to be
supply of coal had been exhausted,
perintendent,
sons
His
Tex.
of
citizen
Abilene,
thy
the superintendent and family have served by Mauricio Chaves who was
leaving as the apparent supply still live at Carlsbad.
available 99.0 per cent of the original
their home and living, use of teams, sentenced by Judge Ira A. Abbott.
conHis offense was a peculiarly atrocious
etc., and the place is therefore
supply, or coal enough to last, as gome PRESIDENT TAFT COMPLETES
of the best within the one, and Manuel Luna is also under
one
sidered
,
claim, for a period of 7,000 years."
CIRCLE
SWING AROUND
Is
ft-".
said
that
It
crirr nf the executive.
indictment for the same offense but
"After long Indifference on the part
there will be a number of changes in has evaded arrest. The crime was
of the people as to the public domain," Attended Meeting of Yale Corporation
as criminal assault and the victims were
employes at the penal Institution
he declared, "a deep concern has sudand Speaks at
. at New Haven
soon as Mr. Romero becomes acquaint- Alteria Gonzales de Montoya, a widow
remnant
the
Providence.
arisen
respecting
denly
ed with the routine. However, R. C. and her 20 year old daughter, of Pasa-montDr
.
of the national estate, with a wholly
The criminals entered their
Garret is to be retained as assistant
New Haven, Conn., March 21.
exaggerated notion of what should be
superintendent, a place which pays house while masked and armed.
done with it by . the government. President Taft arrived here this mornThe other prisoners sent here were
$1,500 a year and keep.
ON CALENDAR,
REACHED
4
There 1b much talk about the
ing and attended a meeting of the
Denver, Colo., March 19. FollowClarence Hamilton, who will serve
Notary Public Appointed.
vation of our national resources, and Yale corporation, ending his swing
ing closely upon a decision of tho
T two years for horse stealing; Edward Senate Awaits Return of
appointed
Mills
today
Governor
eastern
Beverldge
to
through the north central and
United StateB supreme court comes
nebulous theories that sound good
S. Hunt of Las j Cruces, Dona Ana Jones, given six months in Jail for
From That Dear Atlantic City,
the announcement that the governthe ear, but are impossible of practi- section of the country on a tour of
and
assisting prisoners to escape;
New Jersey.
,
a
;
notary
Wedcounty,
last
ptblji.
which
began
ment will seine millions of feet of timcal application to existing conditions, speech making
tleorge Jamison for iuau.lui.sJ?.r,
be
a
Increased
will
President
The
Capitalization.
ber that has been unlawfully cut from
are advanced. Between the hysteria nesday.
from 5 to 7 years. He killed the dep- Special to the New Mexican.
Im
and
Fe
at
honor
the
annual
The
Irrigation
of
Santa
the
banquet
and
guest
side
the public domain by mining and lumthat exists on the one
at
fall
Gladstone,
sheriff
last
21.
Sen
the
In
March
uty
In
Washington,
of the New England
Manufacturing
provement Company filed certificate
ARTHUR BOYLE.
ber companies In Colorado.
tendency to despoil the public domain
Union
reach
Btatehood
been
ia-thahas
comity.
bill
the
ate,
Associa
the office of Territorial secretary
on the other, we will, it is hoped, be Jewelry and Silver Smith's
The first seizure made a few days
They were all convicted and sent- ed on the calendar but owing to Sen
tion at Providence, Rhode Island.
Jaffa of Increase of capitalization
was at the Independence, Vindicacourt ator
able to find the true policy of the govterm
the
at
district
of
the
ago
enced
at
Atlantic
City,
shares
the
being
Beverldge
from $100,000 to $300,000,
tor and Portland mines in the Cripple
ernment."
mother, who was a Miss Mayer, was
of Union county which adjourned Sat- New
the
to
from
$1
each.
recuperate
of
value
the
Jersey,
THAN
DISCOVERING
BETTER
par
a lovely and capable woman, a great being of
Greater Obligation.
urday after a two weeks' session at arduous duty of preparing the enab- Creek district, when 90,000 feet of
A GOLD MINE.
with
Incorporations.
belle, and had often danced
Clayton.
He expressed the opinion that "a
ling act, Senator Kean of iew Jersey, lumber was confiscated by specail
SecreTerritorial
In the office of
Mr. Boyle's two brothers,
a
member of tne committee on ter agents of the government working ungreater obligation rests upon the San Francisco, March 21. Seats for George IV.
Frederick went to Oxford, but tary Nathan Jaffa today Incorporation WOOL MARKET SHOWING
ritories requested that it go over for der M. D. McEnlry of Denver. These
states than upon the general govern- the Jeffries-JohnsoLand
Miller
filed
fight will range Hanry
the
were
by
papers
ment to inaugurate laws to prevent from five to fifty dollars, according to Arthur preferred a business career Ccmnanv of Wagon Mound,
MORE ACTIVITY. a day or two until Senator Beverldge's same companies are to be made deMora
fendants in suits involving 5,000,000
return.
waste in the utilization of national re- an official statement by Tex Illcard. and on the advice of the present Mrs.
and direc
The
incorporators
county.
sources." There has been a grossly There will be thirty thousand seats Boyle's brother, a Liverpool lawyer tors are: Nelson A. Miller, 60 shares;
Delegate Cameron of Arizona, and feet of lumber which it is charged
In the West"and
Hat
Begun
Shearing
was
J. Lorenzo Hubbell of Ganado, Ariz., they obtained Illegally during many
exaggerated notion among some peo- and it is figured that there will be and dose friend of the family,
Trinidad C. de Baca, 49 shares; Katie
Growers Demand Top Notch
sent to Paris to study French. While S. C.
gave a banquet last night In honor of years past.
1 share.
ple, he declared, aa to what the gen- more than $050,000 In the box office.
Baca
de
Prices.
in Paris, a youth of seventeen, he
Postmaster General Frank H. Hitch
The supreme court decision will af
eral government can do in conserving
of
The
Company
Realty
Republic
cock.
fect scores ot lumber and mining com
jumped from a great height on a dare 701
the natural resources that lie In the DENVER AND RIO GRANDE
InA
San
22.
Las
Vegas,
March
Avenue,
slight
Boston,
Douglas
This
The following are the probabilities
with some other young folks.
The idea1 that these comRAILROAD 13 ECONOMIZING.
deposits of minerals, and are containCapitalization $25;,-00- crease In Inquiry from woolen mills of the new committee on rules in the panies. have had for
caused an injury to his heart and Miguel county.
For
years that under
panies
ed in the soils and the streams.
divided Into 250 shares. The New was noted in the local market with a House: Dalzell
Alamosa, Colo., March 23. Thirty made him delicate for some years. On
of
Pennsylvania; the law of 1S78 one could go on land
the most part, he pointed out, they men were laid off by the Denver &
Mexico agent Is Stephen B. Davis, Jr., tendency to shade prices by holders. Smith of
York;.
New
the
of
entered
Iowa; Payne
that was supposed to be mineral in
have passed Into private ownership Rio Grande here yesterday to reduce his return from Paris he
and the Incorporators and directors: Shearing is starting in the west, but Weeks of Massachusetts, and Mann of
character and cut away as much timand are under the municipal owner- expenses. The men included ma office of Blbby & Sons, large shipping Fred W. Browne, 100 shares; J. M. according to advices there has been
of
Illinois.
Fitzgerald
Republicans;
as
merchants of Liverpool,
ber as he liked has been dispelled and
gentleman
60
to
H.
J.
100
ship of the states."
but little contracting owing
Springer,
high Massachusetts, Clark of Missouri, Un
shares;
chinists, bollermakers, blacksmiths, apprentice. Here he showed remark Lyon
"It seems to me," he continued, car
demanded by the growers. derwood, Hammond and Slayden, Dem decisions of state and federal courts,
shares, all of Chicago, Illinois.
laborers.
and
prices
repairers
In
soon
and
was
able
placed
and even rulings of the United States
ability
"that we should not try to impose the
Two weeks ago the company reducThe La Candela Lumber Company, There have been some good sales of ocrats, four of the latter Ave to be circuit court of
position. How
appeals have been
65 to 66 cents chosen.
whole burden of conservation on the ed its working schedule from nine to quite a responsible
at
stock
old
California
Luna
county, capitalized
he left of Deming,
bowled- over by the latest decision.
69 to
Montana
with
general government but leave it to the eight hours and five days instead of ever, on reaching his majority,
selling
scoured,
shares.
into
divided
at
10,000
$1,000,000
un
Delegate Andrews has secured pen
Hereafter, before anyone can cut
the states and to the municipalities to six, that move being the start of what the office and determined to travel
The Incorporators and directors are: 70. Cleaned fleece wools are quiet. sions from the pension bureau for
timber from the publlo domain, he
work out, except Insofar as national is believed will end a general re- til he had quite regained his health. W. E. Brock of Parral, Mexico, 5996 Pulled wools are moving moderately Maria Rosarto Maxsam
$12 a month must show beyond doubt that the land
He was in America at the beginning
interference is necessary to .protect trenchment In every department.
Josephine P. Ely, Ralph C. but foreign trade is lighter.
and $364 back pension; for Silvestre from which the timber was cut is minof the Civil war. Shortly after his shares;
national interests; and I want to be
Ely, JameB W. Dymond and J. J.
coun
Socorro
Alderete
of
Polvedera,
return to England, he and his younger
eral in character. District courts all
unedrstood as opposed to the theory
of Deming, each 1 share.
ty $.118 and $12 per month; Jose H, over the west have held that as long
travels
on
their
exerstarted
Fred,
brother,
not
state
has
the
that, because
T
coun
Examination.
Service
Civil
Mora
of
Padllla,
Wagon
Mound,
as the land was In mineral territory!
together, went through Europe, up the
cised to the full its powers in the
V. M. Campbell of Denver, district
ty, $20 per month; Jose I. Lobato of and sometimes
Nile in Africa and then to Borneo,
they were within from
matter of reforms, ipso facto the nacivil service commis
the
Arriba
Rio
of
$15
Coyote,
secretary
county,
per
ten to fifty miles of mining camps,
visited Sir James Brooke, and after sion
must exercise
tional government
In
arrived
the
United
of
Ledoux
Las
of
Vegas,
States,
month;
Felipe
GET-TOGEthey were mineral in character. These
many excursions and adventures, the
THER
them."
$20 a month; William Kelleher $30 a
Santa, Fe this noon and will tomorrow
will no longer be held good.
rulings
brothers parted, Fred returned to Eng hold a civil service examination for
The national government, he said,
month; John S. Diamond $30 a month;
court says that the regulations
The
land, and Arthur went on to Australia,
cannot "enter the state and dictate
Alexander Johnson $24 a month; Phil
stenographers and clerks In the fedof the secretary Or the Interior which
remaining there many years, caught eral service. There is quite a large
the means or method of the developDemocratic Victory in Mas ip N. Poe $30 a month; Alfred K, have been
ment of its stream and rivers, except Excused Himself a Few Min- the gold fever and then tried sheep class that will take the examination.
attempted to be enforced
at
$17, the lust five being
Bugler,
for years are in accord with the views
sachusetts Yesterday Is
raising and had various other business
insofar as their navigation is concernHis
Fort Bayard, Grant county.
in
to
Reform School.
Order
Take
utes
reed."
Wise conservation, in his opinof the supreme court.
experiences. Finally, in 1876, he
The contenUnpleasant
Regent M. W. Mills of Springer,
Own Life
turned to England and married his old
tions of the government In all of the
ion, Implied "as full and free a deENGLISH GIRL MOBBED
Goverwith
In
was
conference
today
as
As
friend, Miss Blanche Blackmore.
Colorado cases, as well as others in
velopment of our natural resources
AND BEATEN.
she had no desire to go to Australia, nor Mills regarding tho New Mexico
Is consistent with our civilization and
the west have been held good.
nFsIONIFICEE
HAD
at
BUT
School
Reform
recently
Springer
FE
an
with
a
he accepted
CASEATSANTA
Engneeds."
position
The man who cut the timber for the
QUEER
Riots In Bogota, United
lish company and came to America as opened. The school has twenty in
"But we must not forget," he assertmines In the Cripple Creek district
mates and these are busy laying out
of
ConStates
Colombia,
summer
in
the
with
their
1877,
the
not
of
we
ore
agent
through
ed, "that
thought he was well within the act of
tinue.
Mr. Boyle was for many years one and planting a truck garden of two However, Democrats Are Mak1S78 In cutting from wide zone, but
policy of development, of building up Benjamin Tucker Being Tried
acres adjoining the school and for
of
of
the
church
Most
It
the
of
the
vestry
Episcopal
settlements,
and
new. communities
ing
Through
the higher court now sayB that he has
for Larceny Through a
22. The been
March
of tne Holy Faith at Santa Fe. He which water rights have Just been
Colombia,
Bogota,
Alaska. We have not
even in far-oi- l
Interviews.
violating the law. He Is en old
Second Person.
sentiment here contin- resident of Canon
was several times a delegate to the purchased. The school also has
reached that period where we can
City and much of
thirty acre tract with water rights
ues to find expression in rioting. Yesthe
time
and
district
at
convocations,
lands
our
of
remainder
was cut In that locality
timber
the
the
public
say
not far from the school. Mr. Mills re
Washington, March 23. The Ma- terday, two English girls were mistakSilver City, N. M., March 23. Allen of his death was registrar of tho dls-- .
shall be auctioned off to the highest
to
and
sold
the
mines
at $23 per 1,000
ports the school in good condition ssachusetts congressional election yes- en for Americans, They were mobbed
bidder to Increase the revenues of Moore of Plnos Altos, Grant county, trlct of New Mexico and northwest and affairs running smoothly.
Is generally discussed around and beaten. Subsequently, Representa- - feet
terday
Its
Texas
of
In
archives.
and
charge
the national treasury. They must still member of a Jury hearing a case in
Mining companies can no longer
tho Capitol today: Champ Clark, the uve minion uonzaies Valencia mane
Women for School Directors.
lie was nlso an energetic member of
be UBed as Inducements to Increase
At Democratic leader, said: "The news nn official call upon American Minis-I- buy timber any place in the state and
suicide last night Montezuma Lodge, A. F. & A. M. Mr.
committed
tho
of
upon
court,
opinion
Following
In the future they will have to pay
thrifty settlements and provide new
tho most pleasing, most Important, tor Northcott.
that
of the torney General J. M. Hervey
and to by cutting his throat in an outhouse Boyle was naturalized a citizen
tho government the standard price.
homes to landless settlers
women can serve ns county school since 1S92. It demonstrates that the
of
a
mln-ute- u
a
United
States
century
was
few
Former
Governor
house
hud
quarter
excused
a
ho
been
Urges'
'
The government will seek to collect
promote commerce and industrial pur- after
superintendents and under which sev snnie muses urn worldnn to the same again stoned.
from the jury box. Judge Frank ago.
full value for all of the timber that has
suits in tha most remote regions of
Mr. Boyle wns one of the founders eral women wero elected to that posi effect nil over the United States. Tak
been cut in the past five years by
tlio west.
W. Parker presided over the court.
of the Santa Fe Hoard of Trade In tion In New Mexico Attorney General en In connection with the election COAL MINER'S STRIKES
these companies
"What the public domain needs to1SS2 and was elected Its secretary In Frank W. Clancy Is about to hand in De Armond's district In Missouri
Case In Santa Fe County.
IN SEVERAL STATES.
Stranoe
of
available
all
The important ruling was handed
day Is a speedy survey
1883 and served as such for several down nn opinion that women can nlso last winter, tho inference is ihat the
Fe
was
In
in the decision of a case known,
court
down
district
and
The
Santa
an
areas for settlement;
adequate
terms. Ho was greatly Interested In servo ns school directors, the question popular rebellion against tho Republi Movement However Will Be Confined
reas
of
the
the United States vs. Polwman, and
classification
scientiflo
engaged today In the trial of rathor all mutters of civic Improvement and having nrlscn In more progressive can party grows In volume and Inten
to Ohio, Indiana and Western
was a reversal of the United Statea
mainder of the puubllo lands, and an unusual caso.
where nominations sity." Many Republicans contended
Benjamin Tucker, government 'and nn influential factor school districts
Pennsylvania.
court of appeals for tho ninth circuit.
on April 4 are about Hint tho result had no slgnlllcance,
such legislation as well enable a
of Santa Fe, Is charged with larceny In everything looking to the Improved for (he election
of oil private entries and
to be mndo.
having been determined by local con
a second person, that Is, he administration nud the materlnl upCincinnati, March 23. A series of OXFORD EASILY DEFEATS
ditions. Representative- Payne would
More enumerators designated.
rights in the Interest of the bona fide through
building of Santa Fe and the entire
stale struggles Instend of a threatenCAMBRIDGE
not discuss the election.
EIGHT.
claimant without unreasonable delay, compelled Ella Alters, a foster daugh- Territory.
No Important matter of
Curry County.
ed nation wide strike of soft coal
A Republican Pessimist.
Mrs. Laura 15. Flournoy of Black-towe- r
and, above all, protection against the ter of Mr. and Mrs. J, W. Akers of public Interest was without his effan
Increase
for
will
of pay
be
Putney, Eng., March 23. Oxford defor precinct of nlucktower.
Washington, Mnrch 25. Represen miners
monopolization or waste of our natural lower Sun Francisco street of this city, icient support.
feated Cambrldgo at the annual elght- G cm-gII. Schull of Saint Vraln, for tative Foclker of New Yolk, who has tho outcome of the present negotiaIn tho great Torclo Mlllenlal Celeresources."
to Btenl for him, It la alleged, that
tions
tlio
between
miners
and
boat race over the championwith
tho
oared
voted
operaInsurg
intermittently
bration of 1883 ho was a lending spirit the product of Saint Vraln.
Mr. Balllnger declared that tho preshe received various sums of money
William W. Turner of Melrose, for ents, snld: "There Is no use trying to tors In the central competitive field If ship course from Putney to Morlake
ent laws and mcthodst of disposal of
being one of tho directors, nnd on tho
Acthe girl who kept on stealing executive committee, nnd general sec the precinct of Melrose.
easily today by three lengths. Time:
argue that, this election has no bear- today's Information Is correct.
deposits of coal, phosphates, oil and through
Guilford W. Wheeler of Cantura, for ing on tho coming congressional elec- cording to this report, the joint con- 20 minutes, 14 seconds. For tlio first
raturnl gag wo utterly Impractical, because she was atruld that Tucker retary of tho colnbrntlon. As such lie
tion. It proves very conclusively to ference of Ohio, Indiana and Western milo tho light blues put up a good
of LewU.
el'hor from the standpoint of the lo would Inform her mother of her devoted tho entire Bummer and part tho precinctScott
ot Texlco, for tho me that the Democrats will enrry the Pennsylvania owners and employes fight but after that the race was
Charles
cator or that of the government, 'wrong doing. The case Is being of the fall to the success of that rewill terminate without an agreement, procession.
House."
markable historic exposition.
precinct of Grady,
"and no adequate method exists," ho watched with much intorest.
By a de
Judge Pope at Portales no
hold exclusively a part of
range even though he has
It and created a water supply thereon, when other men come in
and make the same kind of Improve
ments. Judge Pope recognizes no
prior rights in such cases. Tho decision comes In the case of C. W.
Merchant and sons against Alston
Plaintiffs have long held
Brothers.
a valuable range east of Carlsbad in
Eddy county extending to the Texas
line and have spent $40,000 building
cattle drift fences and boring wells,

rtoswcll,
clBion of
man can
the public
improved

N. M., March 17.
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Inteltrowing circulation amonF the
ligent and progressiva people ol the
Beuthweat
Daily,
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MARCH

24, 1910.

SUPPOSING!
service
Supposing the reclamation
had decided to build a reservoir in the
Rio Grande 200 tnileg south of El
Paso. Supposing It had placed an emat
bargo on all irrigation enterprises
or near El Paso, Las Cruces, Engle,
and not only that but on all projects
on the tributaries south of El Paso,
Euch as the Pecos as far north as Roswell or Fort Sumner or even Las Vegas. Supposing this embargo was
mainly to satisfy Borne treaty obligation with some foreign country for
which neither Texas nor El Paso nor
the Pecos nor the Mesilla valley
would receive any compensation whatever. What would be the position of
the El Paso Herald on the question
then? Would It bless or blame the
reclamation service, especially it It
could prove that not a drop of the
water that passes Roswell or Las
Cruces or El Paso ever reached the
by the
Teservoir site preempted
Vnited States 200 miles to the south?
Would It publish an editorial so full
of ingenious falsehood and misrepresentation as the following:
"El Paso need have but little fear
from the protest of the Albuquerque
people against the Elephant Butte project. It is the New Mexico people who
need to have a care the people of
that territory who reside In the
Mesilla valley. The Albuquerque people are working against their own resi

dents.

of water
"El Paso Is assured
through the treaty of the United
States with Mexico for an equitable
division of the waters of the Rio
Grande. El Pasoans were pressed to
accept the proposed international
dam, which could have been
ed near here and much cheaper than
ihn Elenhant Butte dam, but, moved
by a desire to see as much prosperity
as possible In the region roundabout,
El Pasoans Joined the Mesilla valley
people In the effort to secure the Ele
phant Butte dam. This was approved
end ordered built and the government
is going to build It.
"AH that the Albuquerque people
can do Is protest; little satisfaction It
will give them, and they are welcome
to what they get out of it. The Injury, If any should ever come, will be
to the New Mexicans in the Mesilla
valley, residents of the same territory
as Albuquerque, not to the El Pasoans
nor Texans.
"The United States Is pledged to
give the Mexican people a certain
amount of water from the Rio Grande;
international law demands this. The
United States will furnish its obliga
tions with Mexico and the El Paso
valley will get water at the same time;
that is assured.
"The Mesilla valley will also get
water, but not due to the aid of the
people of its own territory. While Albuquerque and the northern part of
the territory tight the whole project,
the El Pasonas have been and are still
working for It as a whole. The
Mesilla valley will probably learn for
all time as a result of this fight, just
where to look for Its friends. El
Paso has declined to take a settlement with a dam at El Paso; it has
stood for Mesilla valley reclamation
too.
"The building of the
Elephant
(Butte dam does not prevent the people to the north, up about Albuquer-qule- ,
from Irrigating their farms from
the Tlver. They can build diversion
dams and Irrigate all they want to;
they are merely prevented from constructing storage dams to catch water
that would interfere with the big international project. The people In that
northern region are not now Irrigating
one-tent-h
of the acreage that they
might Irrigate If they tried, and although they have had the water for
200 years and more, they have never
tried extensive irrigation systems.
Mexico, Texas and the Mesilla valley
(have been irrigating as far back as
history runs, and they are entitled to
continue It, through rights they acquired by prior discovery and usage.
"Albuquerque should recognize the
equity of the entire matter, and probably does, but the sound of the hammer is sweet music to the ears of
many people, hence the knock."
Northern New Mexico and southern Colorado do not object to the construction of the Elephant Buttes dam.
They are satisfied to let the Mesilla
"valley and even the El Paso valley
have every drop of water that passes
the Buttes. They will lend a hand to
help in the reclamation of the Mesilla
valley and will use all the influence
they may possess to bring about a

speedy construction of the Engle dam.
The New Mexican jealously advocated
of the Elephant
the construction
Buttes project even In the day when
the Herald opposed It as long as M- But we
teen and more yeara ago.
New Mexico press and people do pro.
test and resist the absurd departmental order under which the Reclamation
Service has prohibited the construction of every irrigation work seeking
to reclaim more thnn one tuousand
acres on the upper Rio Grande or any
tributary thereof. This position of
northern New Mexico is made the
stronger by the fact that the water
that passes the White Rock canon, nt
the
ordinary times never reaches
Elephant Buttes and that therefore
the construction of irrigation works
In northern New Mexico can have no
other than a beneficial effect on the
(low at the Elephant Buttes If It has
any effect at all. It has been tho
experience of those who measured the
flow of the Rio Grande, that although
500 second feet may be flowing past
Bucknian's the river south of Albuquerque and even north of Albuquerque was practically dry. It has been
shown that even though tremendous
floods came down the Santa Fe there
was not the least perceptible rise at
the Buttes or even at Albuquerque.
On the other hand, several times this
spring, a considerable rise of the
Rio Grande was reported at El Paso
and at Engle and yet the river was
Let
lower than ever at Buekman's.
the El Paso Herald ten the truth anil
the
Its influence in behalf of
Elephant
Butte dam construction will be much
to
that of tho
more potent and Joined
New Mexico press will give tho Mesilla valley the Engle project at tho
earliest date possible. As the El Paso
Herald, has remarked previously, there
is water enough for all in tho Rio
Grande.
Let the Engle dam as well
as all the other dams that private enterprise wants to build on tributaries
of the Rio Grande be constructed at
the earliest possible date.
The policy of Ihe New Mexican has
been consistent, for there never has
been a day since the Elephant Buttes
project was first broached that it has
not advocated the construction of the
Engle dam and has lent its Influence
for whatever it was worth to realiie
this fond hope of the Mesilla valley.
Can the El Paso Herald claim the
same consistency?
THE NEW 6TATEHO0D BILL.
Is in receipt of
the printed copy of the statehood bill
as it was reported to the Senate from
the committee on territories by Sen
ator Beveridge. Its main outlines
were reported by telegraph but there
were discrepancies
here and there
that were not quite fully understood.
Clause three of the amended bill, for
instance, provides that the new stato
shall assume not only "the debts and
liabilities of said Territory of New
Mexico," but also "the debts of the
counties thereof which shall be valid
and subsisting at the time of the
passage of this act," and these shall
not only be assumed but "paid by said
state." But for the payment of the
Santa Fe and Grant county railroad
aid bonded Indebtedness a separate
provision is made as follows: "And
for the payment of the bonds and accrued Interest thereon Issued by Grant
and Santa Fe counties. New Mexico,
which said bonds were validated, approved, and confirmed by Act of Congress of January 10, 1897, one million
acres; provided, that If there shall
remain any of the one million acres
of land so granted, or of the proceeds
of the sale or lease thereof, or rents,
Issues, or profits therefrom, after the
payment of said debts, such remainder
of lands and the proceeds of sales
thereof shall be added to and become
a part of the permanent school fund
of said state, the income therefrom
only to be used for the maintenance
of the common schools of said state."
The grants for the different Insti
tutions are quite generous. The Uni
versity is to receive 200,000 acres;
inCapitol buildings 100,000 acres;
sane asylums
deaf,
100,000 acres;
dumb and blind asylums 100,000 acreB;
miners' hospitals 50,000 acres; normal
schools
200,000
acres; charitable,
institutions
penal and
reformatory
100,000 acres;
agricultural colleges
ISO,-00150,000 acres; school of mines
acres, and military institutes 100,-00acres. There are besides granted
two additional sections in every township for public school purposes or almost 4,500,000 acres. At the same
time, former grants are confirmed so
that the new state will have a dower
of over ten million acres of land, of
which 6,750,000 acres are granted by
the statehood bill for the first time.
As the minimum price at which Buch
lands can be sold has been fixed at
from $3 to $5, according to location,
the gift is worth at least 125,000,000,
a magnificent sum Indeed.
The qualified electors are authoriz
ed to vote for and choose delegates to
the constitutional convention which
shall consist of one hundred delegates
to be apportioned by the governor,
chief Justice and secretary among the
counties In accordance with the vote
cast for delegate to Congress In 1908,
the new county of Curry being provid
ed for. Not more than thirty days
after the passage of the act, the governor shall issue a proclamation for
an election of delegates to be held not
sooner than sixty nor later than
ninety days after the approval of tho
act. The delegates shall convene on
the fourth Monday after their election
and shall not receive compensation
for more than sixty days, so that the
constitution can be formulated within
less than four months after the pass
age of the act or not later than six
months.
The constitution shall declare for
toleration of Tellglous sentiment, shall
prohibit plural marriages and the sale
of intoxicating liquors to Indians and
the Introduction of such liquors on Indian lands including those of the Pueblo Indians, even for 25 years after
such lands have been alloted to Individuals. Indian lands are to remain
under the absolute Jurisdiction and
control of Congress and shall be ex-- !
empt from taxation,
In the clause providing for the as- debts by the
sumption of county
The New Mexican

In
state i a sentence that will prevent anything for the communities was
the payment of debta "which now are which they lived. 'Clvio Interest
the
or may be invalid or illegal t the an uncompreheiJi phrase, and
bj the average
time said proposed state la admitted, ionly approach

..

1
ontln
citizen was In MSaW'"
uous 'kicking' a the tuxes he had to
pay. Dirty streem, fllilivback yards
and vacant lots, almost treeless
buildings,
highways, ugly public
dumps here ami there and especially
over the bank of any Iconvetnient
water course all these were accepted without question and as a matter
of course.
"It was expected that the children
should play In the streets. Why not?
Parks were conceived to be ornament- al places where carriages could drive
on week days only! past more or
less contorted flower beds, with mar
foun
ble adornments and cast-Irotains, if the town was 'flush.' The
school yard was a modified ash heap,
or was not In exitonce for what was
the use of wasting tho money of the
taxpayers In buying more ground than
the building would cover?
was considered
smoke
"Black
'healthy' and a sure sign of prosper
1925."
ity; flies and mosquitoes were graveThe United States reserves all its ly mentioned as important
scavenrights under the reclamation act that gers which were sometimes annoying;
terIt has In New Mexico under the
poles and wires were eagerly welcom
ritorial form of government. It is ed to the perpetual use of the streets,
of
terms
the
also provided that the
and bill boards were an evidence of
"shall
aforementioned
guarantees
prosperity.
the
making
by
positively preclude
"The railroad station was more or
amendment
constitutional
future
any
less of a shack, useful to hurry
of any change or abrogation of said
tnrogh( exce)t for the loafers who
ordinance in whole or in part without, haimtod )(s red.not Btove n winter
the consent of Congress."
Lnd lrrlKatea the near-btracks with
The vote on the constitution shall tobacco extract In summer. The sur- be taken not earlier than 90 days after r0undlngs were dusty, dirty, and deflthe constitutional convention has ad antly ugly.
Journed. The canvassing board shall
"Manufacturing establishments were
meet on the third Monday after the also made perfectly 'practical' with
reIs
constitution
the
election. If
no least suspicion of ornamentation
jected another constitutional conven- or orderliness or beauty. Beauty?
tion shall be called not later than Were we not taught the vanity of
twenty days after the governor has i,eauty, right in the churches
official notice from the
inconsistently as beautiful as
vassing board of such rejection. Theour raw ideals and small contributions
governor, chief Justice and secretary could make them? And while the
shall constitute smith canvassing 'dear women and children, In whom
Ic-oboard.
kept alive, aided by the flowers
The clause regarding ratification by 'and trees, the sense of beauty and the
as
Congress is as follows: "A certified sight of beauty, were considered we
copy of the same shall be submitted unfit to worry with town affairs,
to the President of the United States men went on our 'practical' way of
and to Congress for approval, togeth- - high prosperity, using up the natural
er with the statement of the votes resources we never made a grain of,
cast thereon and upon any provisions and can never replace a grain of,
thereof which were separately submit- while we gashed the face of nature,
ted to and voted upon by the people. polluted the rivers, and blamed on
And if Congress and the President Providence the deaths that followed
approve said constitution and the said our filth!
"But what a change a decade has
separate provisions thereof, or, if the
President approves the same and Con- wrought! First stirred luto a suspibeauty
gress falls to disapprove the same cion of the power of
during the next regular session there by the glory of Chicago's 'White City'
to
of, then and in that event the Presl- In 1893. we have gradually come
dent shall certify Bald facts to the care about the things that make our
to live in.
governor of New Mexico, who shall, home towns better places
within thirty days after the receipt I We have discovered the avoidable
causes of typhoid fever and malaria,
of said notification issue his procla-mation for the election of the state and the value of grass, green trees,
and county officers, the members of and fresh air. We find that parks are
the state legislature and Represents- - cheaper than policemen, that school
tives In Congress, said election to gardens teach what the 'three R's'
take place not earlier than sixty days cannot, and that clean toand sightly
live on. We
nor later than ninety days nfter said streets are mighty nice
of .have established some playgrounds.
Unon the result
nroclamatlon."
the election being certified to the cleaned up some water fronts, choked
President of the United States he some of the dirty smoke, put a few
shall Issue immediately a proclama wires underground, and come to un
tion admitting New Mexico into the derstand a little about the value of
planning.'
Uion, which in other words will be 'city
"That is, some of us have thought
about a year after the President signs
the enabling act, that is, providing of these things, and some of us have
some places.
everything runa smoothly. If Con- done some of them in
means a vague
gress, however, fails to act on the 'Civic improvement'
constitution this December and It is something more than It did, and actu
us realize that we get
approved by limitation, then it will be ally a few of
about July 4, 1911, that the territory mighty good value for the taxes we
becomes a state. It Is also provided pay when we try to see about it In a
that preseat officials hold over with- business like way.
'Now there are many communities.
out an election this November and
that no legislative session be held large and small, where the civic imnext spring. However, a session of pulse Is awake, or at least awakening.
the state legislature is to be held im- In which there may well be good
914
mediately and before formal admis- things done in 1910. There are
sion of the state to elect United communities in these United States
or
having five thousand population
States senators.
Sections 6 to 12 are devoted to reg- over, and probably twice as many be
ulations and provisions for the dis- tween that population and a number
not believe
position and government of the vari- ing of one thousand. I do
there is one of these three thousand
ous grants of lands.
which
a live man
in
odd
communities
Sections 13 to 15 relate to the
courts and Judiciary and provide that or woman, and a more live boy or girl,
federal court shall meet at the Capital cannot make a distinct civic Impression before the next New Year's day.
of the new state.
Section 16 provides for the election This will not be done by dreaming
of senators and also that all territorial over a big scheme, but by doing some
laws shall be in force until changed thing seemingly little and close by for
or repealed by the state legislature. the good of all, at least at' first. So
Section 17 appropriates $100,000 for great is the power of multiplication
In the civic germ that Imitation of a
"defraying all and every kind of and
character provided for in this act." good thing done can be prevented
Seectlon 18, reserves all saline lands only by surrounding it with a sound
and sight proof fence,"
from entry, location, selection or settlement until such time as Congress
HADLEY 18 CRAW
shall hereafter provide for their dis- GOVERNOR
FISHING.
position,
Governor
Hadley of Missouri, Is
The act is far more liberal than
New Mexico had expected. None of pleasantly remembered In Santa Fc.
Its provisions are onerous and only In fact, New Mexico had high hopes
one may work an Injustice but that is of counting him among Its citizens
comunlikely in view of the stand that Sec- some day. Therefore, the entire
was thrilled when It read
retary of the Interior Balllngeer has monwealth
taken against the "dog In the man- in the Associated Press dispatches
ger" iiollcles of the reclamation serv- that the governor had solved the "high
cost of living" problem by keeping a
ice.
cow. The question was raised wheth
er Mrs. Hadley fed and milked the
SANTA FE IS ONE OF THE 914.
The Circle for March tells of "What cow in the morning, and remained
you can do for your town," by J. Hor- unanswered, but that did not deter
ace McFarland and he shows so con- every admirer of the Missouri gover
vincingly that tho Individual can ac- nor from buying a Jersey and start
complish much with little trouble and ing a home dairy. Now comes word
yet benefit to himself that the article from St. Louis that Governor Hadley
should be read in every homo, For denies that he advised tho keeping of
Instance, he tells of a simple method cows; that In reality he regarded the
to do something for the schools. He keeping of pigs as the solution to the
says: "I think now of a city where existence proposition. But here, many
a great civic gospel was simply preach- of the admirers of Governor Hadley
ed through a good woman who forced In New Mexico, refuse to follow him.
llio barriers of the school board." The They simply won't start a pig pen
result was a school garden. Then he even though they were willing to en
speaks of the bill boards, the forest of dure the odors of a cow stnble near
polos, the ash heaps, the manure their homes. They will desert him
now and If he Insists upon keeppiles, the many other things that right
make a town unbeautlful, unsanitary, ing a pig sly they may oven refuse
to Invite him to become a New Mexiunhealthy, and In contrast mentions
tho 90,000 trees that tbo authorities co citizen. Says a St. Louis exchange:
"Those of us who have been In
of Washington, D. C have planted
and take care of along the streets. clined to regard Governor Hadley as
a
painfully Ecrlous-mindcyoung man
Above all, he recommends the adopa kind of star-eyegod with a mind
tion of a comprehensive scheme of
above
the
hooks
crooks
ond
of this
city improvement, a scheme that is
meant not only for today or this year sadly unreliable world are likely to
but for all time to come and on have occasion to take a new inventwhich the city authorities can work ory of his qualities.
"The governor has been quoted, far
as an artist works on a mosaic, putting in a stone here and another one and wide, as saying that 'If every
there until the whole design flashes family would keep a cow tho living
out In beauty. It may take a decade problem would be solved.' It was not
or it may take a century but let there a sentiment nor a deduction to be
ashamed of, and he gave strength to
be a comprehensive plan.
his doctrine by presently moving out4
Among other things, the author
on a farm there, presumably to keep
Bays:
"The time was, not so long ago, a cow.
"Robertus Lovo, a young singer
when few persons cared at all to do
nor Bhall the legislature of said p:olaw in any man- nosod state pass any
n- -i
,
mo
uer validating or it'K"i"s ii.
nvMntiv. this Is aimed agalust the
militia warrants.
The language question In relation
to schools and offlce holding is disschools
posed of as follows: "That said
con(public schools) shall always be
ducted In English." "That ability to
rend, write, speak, and understand
the English language sufficiently well
to conduct the duties of the offlce
without the aid of an Interpreter shall
be a necessary qualification for all
state officers and members of tho state
legislature."
The capital "of said state shall, until changed by the electors voting at
an election provided for by the legislature of said state for that purpose,
be at the city of Snnta Fe, but no
election shall be called or provided for
prior to the 31st day of December,

from Pike county, who tarried in St.
Louis uutll his wings became Tollable
and then wont on to New York to do
work for the Sun, which has a way of.
corrallng all the best writers, took to
heart the utterance credited to Governor Hadley, and because he In his
New York flat found it Impossible to
lakeep a cow, he wrote a metrical
ment, In which he Implored the governor to make another suggestion that
might be useful to flat dwellers.
"Now comes the fly In the ointment.
Governor Hadley was Invited to make
a speech on St. Patrick's day, and
those in chnrge of tho affair, thought
to please him by providing all guests
with a copy of Mr. Love's poem the
poem dealing with Hadley "s views of
cows,
"And much to our amazement, the
governor disclaimed the sentiment attributed to" him by Poet Love, and
maintained that what he really said
was, 'If every family would keep a
pig, the living problem would be
.solved.'
"Tho

thing looks decidedly suspicious lo us. We believe he said
cow. We feel sure that his denial had
nothing to do with a hope that a
Unmight be corrected.
der the circumstances, the substitution of pig strikes us as a species ot
subtlety of which his old neighbors
Herbert
probably never suspected
Hadley.
"Wo believe,, moreover, that a man
who could cavalierly change it from
cow to pig, under the circumstances,
will bear watching."
A STIFF, OLD CONSTITUTION.
was Thomas Jefferson In his day

It

already who stretched the constitution
until It cracked in order to permit the
purchase of Louisiana, and despite the
veneration that the nation has for the
venerable document and the admonition to New Mexico to formulate its
constitution after the federal constitu
tion, there are occasions now and
then, when this charter of rights
stands in the way of progress or im
provement or proves an embarrassing
barrier to much needed innovations.
For Instance It has been held unconstitutional to enforce arbitration of
labor disputes, just, as some other
things essential to public security and
But
welfare are unconstitutional.
ever since President Roosevelt, in a
personal way, though backed by the
prestige of his great offlce, took In
hand the great anthracite coal strike
and brought it to a hasty conclusion,
the fact has been recognized that the
federal government may, as a friendly
intermediary, do much to avert or terminate disastrous strikes.
To this end provision has been made
in what Is known as the Erdman act
for government arbitration, subject to
the will of the disputants. The officials to whom the appellants must present their claims are the chairman of
the interstate commerce commission
and the commissioner of labor. This
government service is now asked by
the railroads as a means of averting
the strike ot 60,000 firemen and

THE POST 18 STILL PE88IMI8TIC.
The Washington, D, C, Post is Btill
pessimistic about the outlook for statehood but Its pessimism Is unfounded.
However, it snys:
"The last time both our great poli
tical parties 'appealed to the people'
and made plea for votes, each of them
Insisted that it was for immediate
statehood for the territories of Ari
zona and New Mexico. And at this
moment everybody In Congress and
Is for statehood; and
out of Congress
yet, if common opinion is worm anything, there Is no more chance of
than thore
statehood this session
would be if nobody in Congress
or out of Congress approved It. Now
you see it and then you don't.
"If an individual conducted his private affairs on that plan of deception,
ho
ni,M rnnnt himself a favorite of
fortune If he escaped the scrutiny of
a grand Jury.
"There Is not a man on Capitol hill
who is not in favor of Btatehood for
Arizona and New Mexico. Yet it Is a
historical fact that 87 years, ago
Stephen B. Elklns, then a delegate In
came
Congress from New Mexico,
nearer securing the admission of tnat
sisterTerritory as a full state of our
hood than any one else has since, or
any one else Is likely to now. Then
there was strong and vigorous ana
most ulauslble, if not logical, opposi
tion to statehood. Now there Is no
opposition whatever. If a vote could
be had, it would be unanimous for
statehood In each House of Congress.
'If it were fashionable to expel
of
Union, several
stales from the
those now In would go out before
Arizona and New Mexico came in."

WONDERFUL 8HEEP.
The Clayton News figures out that
the sheep of Union county raise about
This
400 pounds ot wool per head.
astouding miracle seems to occur in
other counties of the Territory too
Says the News:
"A few years ago there was a couple
of sheep men, (partners), near Clayton that shipped their year's clip of
wool, the amount of the year's clip
was well known, another sheep man
wishing to know how many pounds of
wool the average had been, went to
the court house and looked up the
records to find out how many sheep
these two men paid taxes on and in
that way find the number of pounds
per head, he did so and by a little flg-- (
uring found eacli sheep tnese men
owned had produced 400 pounds per
Now who
head.
says 'wonderful
sheep?' Of course these men were truth
ful and rendered a correct account of
the number of sheep they owned, for
one of them at least held the exalted
office of county commissioner and such
an officer In New Mexico Is above re
proach. Oh no, they could not make
a false feport of property, It would be
beneath their dignity."
This also explains why the county
commissioners of Eddy county have
ordered the assessor to assess all
property nt 25 cents on the dollar, and
why even at that rate, the assessment of Eddy county will be bigger
than ever before, although in the past
The representatives of the railway it has been the biggest per capita assessment of any county In the Terriemployes have consented to this
Whatever their claims tory.
conthey certainly would employ any
sistent means to reach a settlement GOING TO A CHI NAMAN TO LEARN
rather than precipitate a strike that
A practical test Is being made at
would seriously cripple the transporta- Demlng in pumping water for Irrigatremendous
tion business, inflicting
tion by electricity that Is of much
loss and Inconvenience on the country consequence all over the Territory but
and injuring far more who are not di- especially to the dry farming region
rectly concerned or responsible than tributary to Santa Fe. The Demlng
are in the deplorable controversy.
Ice and Electric Light Company has
made an annual contract with the so- FREE SEEDS.
called Chinese gardens to pump all
flower
and
of
Several sacks
garden
water on the 21 acre tract on which
seeds are about due from Delegate to its Chinese proprietors
have been
his
if
H.
and
W.
Andrews
Congress
cleaning up 16,0.00 and more a year
constituents plant them, this vicinity for the past eight years by truck
will bloom like the proverbial bay farming. A high tension wire carrytree. However, only a small propor- ing 2,200 volts was strung from the
tion of the seed is put to the use it is plant to the gardens, a distance of a
intended and one bucolic weekly re- mile and a half, the distance could
marks cruelly that the seed makes be ten, twenty or forty and fifty miles
The Technical just as well, and then transformed or
good chicken feed.
World Magazine expresses the senti- scaled down to 220 volts at the pump.
ment of the majority of city period- A ten horse power motor was installicals that do not appreciate the Joy ed and a centrifugal pump lifts the
that a free package of seed brings to water with ease. The whole well
the rural constituent, if not for its in- equipment costs only $400. About
trinsic value, than for the thought 20,000 gallons per hour are lifted at
that his Congressman has really re- a cost of less than twenty cents.
membered him. It says:
When Chinamen can make a profit of
of $6,000 per year from 21 acres of sand
"The annual free distribution
tons
tons
of
them, In Luna county, their methods will
upon
garden seeds,
are now being sent out by congress- bear studying, and if they find It profmen to volers and others In the home itable to pump water for Irrigation, it
district. Like most other things which should be just as profitable at Stancost the recipient nothing not even ley, or Estancla, or all the way down
the asking tho gift is but lightly re- the Santa Fe and Rio Grande valleys
garded. And does anyone suppose, which ought to be dotted with pumpfor no one claims, that the 1910 sup- ing plants. Since the Santa Fe Water
ply of cabbages, tomatoes and hun-bar- and Light Company is preparing to
squash would be any less plenti- furnish power for pumping, there
ful or of Inferior quality If this distri- should be placed under cultivation
bution hd been omitted for one year? many more acres in this immediate
The yearly distribution Includes some vicinity, providing the U. S. Reclamathirty-fivmillion packages of garden tion Service does not step in and
and flower seeds and costs a quarter claim that pumping water at Santa
of a million dollars. In addition the Fe Interferes with the filling of the
postofflce department has to transport Elephant Buttes reservoir.
and handle hundreds of tons, which,
by the way, explains where part of The Albuquerque Morning Journal
the deficit occurs.
suggests a tax of ten cents per ton on
"Doubtless in the early years of all
coal
in New Mexico sayseed distribution the scheme and the ing that produced
such tax would yield all the
seeds may have had their good qual- revenue
needed by the Territory, The
ities, but In these latter days both approduction of coal in Now Mexico this
pear to have outlived their usefulness. year may amount to three million
The money expended might be used to
tons, which would mean a revenue of
vastly better advantage if divided $300,000 from such a source, or about
among the various state agricultural
of what Is needed by the
colleges."
Territory ulono. However, such a
tax would not come out of the coal
A Chicago paper of more than ordcompanies as the Journal seeks to Ininary weight begins an editorial on timate, but out of the ultimate con"The Eternal Feminine," as follows: sumer who would
probably have to
"Somewhere near the rock of Gibrahalf a dollar more per ton for
ltar they have unearthed the skull of pay
now.
his
than
coal
The taxation pill
a woman 'whom' the scientists say
be disguised in many forms but
lived about 600,000 years ago." It may
It Is the last fellow down the line who
would not be extraordinary If some must
swallow It and pay the doctor.
New Mexico country weekly without
proof reader had difficulty in distinSenator Beveridge has done fairly
guishing "who" from "whom," but
in a Chicago daily's editorial columns, well by New Mexico In his Btatehood
bill
and even though New Mexico and
a blunder of that kind Is worthy of
comment. No wonder, an eminent Arizona must wait every time he is
subscriber of the New Mexican in on one of his frequent trips to Indicalling attention to English as she is ana, they have learned the lesson of
murdered In the Windy City, writes: patience in the school of hard knocks.
"This Is tuff! And the writer is sure They expect little and are truly grately one 'whom' knows better and ful for whatevor favors they receive.
'whom' is only keerless," and 'whom' It was not always thus, but statehood
wants to make sure that every offlce Is so desirable that even the bravest
holder In the proposed state of New cringe when e whisper might dash a
half century of hope to the ground.
Mexico speaks English,

PLANT TREES AND R08ES,
There will be a more general ob- sorvance of arbor day tomorrow In
New Mexico than ever before. The
proclamation of Governor Mills has
reached every school superintendent
and principal and the schools for one
will observe the day. In more progressive communities, school gardens
will be laid out or trees and flowers
will be planted to adorn the school
surroundings. Cities like Roswell and
Tucumcarl have distributed
trees
free among those who promise to
plant them and take care of them and
thus mors good has been done for
thosq towns than as If thousands of
dollars had been expended for grand
palaces or boulevards.
Take the
ugliest town or the moancst- - village,
and set It among trees and you have
a place of beauty and yet, there, is
no place so beautiful that its appearance and attraction
cannot be enhanced manifold by the planting of
trees and flowers. It is a fortune to
poorer communities that so simple and
Inexpensive means are at the command of the humblest place and that
no cottage need be without its aureole
of trees, its rosebush or bed of pan-sieand that the finest work of art
that wealth can place In the grandest park, does not compare in beauty
with a bed of sweet peas or an apricot
tree in blossom. Santa Fe favored
with bo many advantages should be a
city of.trees and roses and if the attention given to peanut politics could
be diverted to civlo beauty, it would
soon be an established fact that the
most beautiful city in the Rocky
mountains is this grand old town, the
capital of the future Sunshine state.
The most popular Issue that has
been promulgated by President Taft
thus fur is the issue of economy. Nata
urally, he expected to encounter
storm of opposition, for every man
who directly or Indirectly is affected
by a consistent system of retrenchment and economy by Congress and
the Washington authorities, will do
his level best to make the Taft administration
But the
unpopular.
mass ot people will understand. With
prices going up, with wages failing to
keep pace with necessary expenses,
the average man and woman is in no
humor to tolerate extravagance In official circles, especially since the
question of direct taxation is coming
nearer to being a vital issue than
ever before. A government that is
living beyond Its income must put on
the brakes and there never was a
time or a day when the brakes didn't
hurt no matter how light the twist
that applied them. President Taft
can safely relegate all other issues
to the rear If he will merely insistently and persistently hammer along
the lines of wise economy.
Santa Fe will have something like
$20,000 to spend next year for municipal purposes. This Is less than
$2.40 per capita but some permanent

results should be in evidence by the
end of the year and a good Btart
should be made on a plan of permanent Improvements.
Frank P. Stur-gewho is a candidate for the Reis
publican nomination for mayor,
pledged to a wise, conservative expenditure of public funds and to the
work of permanent
improvements.
Albuquerque, under a Democratic
reform, business men's administration, expended last year
an Increase of 43 per cent in
two years. Says the Albuquerque
"The per capita
Morning Journal:
expense of operating the city government is $8.02. This Is an increase in
per capita expense in two years, of
$2.41 for every man, woman and child
In Albuquerque."
Santa Fe does not
want that kind of a municipal government. With a man like F. P. Stur-ge- s
as mayor the per capita expense-wilnot exceed the Increase in Albuquerque In two years.

The Western Liberal published at
Lordsburg and of which Don H. Ked-zi- e,
one of New Mexico's journalistic
veterans, is the editor, points out the
great value of the recent publication
of plans and specifications for model
school houses by the New Mexico department of education. He says:
"In this book is the plan of a two
room brick house, which, it is estimated would cost (from $1,800 to
$2,000. Two such houses, which would
about equal the present Lordsburg
house, could be built for $4,000, and
the district could have five or six
such school houses for the money that
it has Invested In the one unsightly
bulling!. The heating ventilation,
and to a large extent, the lighting
of our school house could be
to conform with the plans of
these model houses, and as the district has plenty of money this should
be done next summer.
The Liberal
the
believes In giving the children
best there is, even if It does cost
thrownot
but
believe
in
does
money,
ing away money to give the children
a second class article."
Santa Fe needs for Its mayor a man
who Is fearless, a man who will compel every one to respect the law; who
will not draw linos between rich and
poor or between Republican or Democrat; who will make the garbage collector visit the houses of every taxpayer; who will enforce sanitation;
who will not tolerate manure heaps
within sight of the Capitol; and who
will have the sprinkler go up and
down every important
thoroughfare
and will have it make Its rounds dally;
who will enforce quarantine; who will
give all of Santa Fe police protection
and will have the rowdies arrested on
the side streets and alleys. In Frank
P. Sturges Santa Fe would have such
a mayor and the taxpayers will stand
In their own light If they do not press
him into their service.
Now if Speaker Cannon could do
like the prime minister of Hungary
did yesterday and dismiss or dissolve
the House of Representatives, or if It
was done in the United States as it is
done in Itnly, where the cabinet resigned because tho majority of the
chamber is opposed to a government
measure, the political situation In
Washington, D. C would be simpler
and less troublesome.

SISTER THERESA FORETOLD
HOUR OF HER DEATH.
Althouflh Apparently Well, She
sured Nuns and Relatives She
Would Die Last Night.
Foretelling the day and almost the
hour of her death Sister Theresa
Alire, for over half a century a nun
died of heart dis
They Are Now Postmaster nt Loretto convent, Bhe
was ovor 70
ease last night.
and Assistant Postmaster years
of age and for a number of
of Santa Fe
years had been partly blind nnd was
unable to teach.
The circumstances surrounding the
FURNISHED good nun's death were touching. ToREADILY
BOND
day Is the feast of the Seven Sorrows of the Blessed Virgin and Is
of the year
One Gives $40,000 and Other one of the great feasts
for the slBters of Loretto. Today is
$5,000 Improvements
also the golden Jubilee of Sister Stanislaus Chaves and who has relatives
Contemplated.
here and Albuquerque and throughout
the Territory.
Sister Theresa told
Edward C. Burke was formally
on nsiatmimter and Manuel D. the Sisters yesterday morning that
o( she hoped to spend this feast day in
Otero as assistant postmaster,
throughout the day reSanta Fe at 9 oclock mis uiuruuiB. heaven toand
the matter, Yesterday was
The Installation was conducted by ferred
the nuns and after
Postal Inspector D. P. Dolan of Den- confession day for
she had made her confession the Sisver, and who checked the new poststill
appeared In her usual
master In. Mr. Burke promptly ap- ter, who
and health, declared that that would be
assistant
his
Mr.
Otero
pointed
her last. Toward evening she asked
requested the former acting postmas- the Sisters to
pray for her and she
ter O. M. Klnsell to remain for the renewed her vows.
She showed so
present to assist In Instructing the much strength and looked bo well that
postal employes' In their duties.
no one thought she would die. It was
To a reporter Mr. Dolan said after
that she had told a
known
he had turned the office over to Mr. number however,
of her relatlvos in Santa Fe
Burke:
"adios" yesterday afternoon. The Sis"I have carefully gone over the
ter continued praying and occasionalbooks here and have checked Mr.
spoke to the nuns about her saying
Burke In as postmaster. I And the ly
she would be unable to take part in
office here. Is centrally located and
As to the Jubilee celebration of today. She
Its employes are efficient.
s
to pray for her
whether the force should be Increased promised
she bade
In
heaven.
Finally
the
handle
or not to satisfactorily
the mother superior and all of the
mails It Is not usual for a person In
nuns about her a last farewell and ask
my position to discuss. I understand
a statue of the Blessed Vir
iur. Burke has already begun a num- ing that
be brought her she clasped It in
ber of improvements to the office and gin hands
died.
I think they are wise ones. I expect herThe deathand
cast gloom over the con
to leave for Tuciimcari tills evening." vent where the
Sister was greatly be
Bond Furnished.
loved and the decorations ot the refec
It was ascertained today that Mr.
tory in gold and in silver, in honor
Burke furnished bond In the sum of of the
Ingolden Jubilee of Sister Stan
$40,000 and has also given an
islaus nnd the silver Jubilee of anoth
demnification bond of $40,000 furnish- er nun, had to be taken down. The
ed by the U. S. Fidelity and Guaran- funeral of the dead Sister will take
ty Trust Company. Mr. Otero gave place in the Sisters' chapel at 5
bond for $5,000.
A.
Im- o'clock this evening, the Very Rev.
Upon assuming office Mr. Burke
Fourchegu officiating.
mediately set to work to put a stop
to the drafts that have afflicted the
He FUNERAL SERVICE IN
postal employes for some t'me.
e
TUCUMCARI
DANCE HALL.
stated that the double door of the
will be done away with, the pan
tltlon which now encloses his office
Tucumcarl, N. M., March 18. With
being extended to the center of the the strains of "What a Friend1 Wo
door
one
but
doors
leaving
double
Have In Jesus" filling the redllght
there. Then at the right of the en- dance hall, the funeral of Mrs. Bertha
trance of the postofflce a new door Osborne, 23 years old, one of the In
will he put In. One door will be for mates, was held. Standing beside the
the entrance and one for the exit of coffin was the grad-hairemother of
those who come to the postofflce. An the girl, at whose request the services
at
the
arc light will also be placed
were held In the unusual surround
entrance to prove of service at night
ings.
about
have
complained
as many people
As the tlnpan piano, whose nightly
the darkness.
avocation it is to bang out ragtime and
Carrier 8ervlce.
While Mr. Burke now is studying popular airs, clanged for the unfa
and the strong voice of
the postal problems and has not com- miliar hymn,
the Rev. C. L. Brooks thundered the
pleted his plans, he stated that the
Into the
delivery service will be gone over words. Its message crept
' city
Is hearts of the dozen Inmates of the reby an expert postal official and It
down
possible that an extra carrier will be sort, and with tears streaming
added to the service so that residents their faces they softly echoed the
of the city may receive their malls sacred music.
After the minister had finished his
more promptly. The law prevents carriers working overtime and It Is said sermon, the girl's mother, with one
the
hand resting upon the cold forehead
that there is too much work for
present force if dispatch is an object. of her daughter, pleaded with the woclerk.
another
who had been
men of the half-worlHe will also ask for
Mr. Burke said that he believes the the companions of her child, to for
postal employes are efficient men but sake their lives and to put their trust
that It takes time to train a man to In the message of the hymn, assuring
handle letters incoming or outgoing them that they would find a real
and that a little patience on the part friend In Jesus if they would only apof the public may be Justly requested. peal to him.
This was the real purpose that the
MEETING OF THE
girl's mother had in insisting that the
80CIETY.
HORTICULTURAL
funeral services be held In the resort.
She had failed to turn her daughter
Death
the
Resolution Adopted Upon
from the path of sin, but felt that un
Its
First
of Arthur Boyle,
der the inspiration of the sacred song
President.
and In the presence of death that an
appeal to the fallen girls might cause
an
held
Horticultural
Society
The
them to give up their lives of shame
Informal meeting last evening at the and become good women.
office of the Santa Fe Water and Light
The girl's mother came from Liber
discusCompany and after informal
al, Kan. One minister of her home
sion and adopting a resolution on one town refused to accompany her when
members, Arthur Boyle, he learned of her purpose and where
of Its
next
adjourned to Tuesday evening of
the funeral was to be- held. But the
week, at which time officers will be Rev. Mr. Brooks took a different vdew,
for
made
elected and arrangements
and when the whole plan had been exan exhibition this fall. L. Bradford plained to him, he heartily cooperatD.
Sena
Jose
and
Prince presided,
ed.
was secretary. The resolutions adoptold
The dead girl left a three-yea-r
ed are:
daughter, who will be taken back to
with
heard
we
have
That
"Resolved,
thlB Kansas by the grandmother.
deep sorrow of the sudden death,
of
first
the
president
of
afternoon,
km vnn freouentlv hoarse? Do you
this society, Mr. Arthur Boyle. While have that annoying tickling in your
a man of varied attainments, and a throat? Does your cough annoy you
knowledge gained in at night, and do you raise mucus in
cosmopolitan
Europe, Asia, Australia and America, the morning? Do you want relieri u
centeryet, his greatest interest was
so, take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
ed In horticulture. His wide informa- and you will be pleased. Sold by all
and
tion, regarding fruits and dowers
druggists,
genuine affection for horticultural
lover
to
every
MRS. MARY STILLWELL
things, endeared him
FIRES CENTER 8HOT8.
of nature; and in hi death, this soloss."
severe
N M.. March 19- .AthnniiArniiH
ciety suffers a
Marv Stlllwell of Chicago, who
VOLUNTEER CEN8US IN
came to Albuquerque from El Paso
THE PA88 CITY. last night In a public address on me
whita fllnv Traffic fired some hot
El Paso, Texas, March 18. Com- shot into the defenders of the Red
the
sue
mencing the first of next week
Light district at Albuquerque,
"count us all" volunteer census will said:
of
blocks
tenement
land
be taken In the different
"We won't meet any
lords in heaven.
the city.
now
are
men
ev
enumerators
to
Immoral
five
"There are
The volunteer
blocks
lnimorul woman.
being assigned to the different
ery
as-- t
In the city and notified of their
"A picture gallery of the patrons oi
with instructions as to tak the tenderloin would stagger the city.
will
"If we are- to have a red light dising the volunteer census. They
also be provided with Dianis ior um trict for Immoral women, lot us have
difthe
In
ono for men also.
listing of the residents
ferent blocks. The committee is hav"The social evil Is respecter of perfor
blanks
these
printed
of
Rnnft.
ing 1,500
Tn ocnlter liiimorni resorts over a
the volunteer enumerators and these
will be mailed to them as rapidly as city means that soon they will find
can arrord to nnr
no
they are officially appointed by acting
to bor neighborhood
them and many will go out of busl
mayor Robinson and are assigned
npRfl.
their districts.
"Thrcc-fonrlli- s
of the recruits to a
Coffee,
Health
pure
life of shame como from tlie country
In Dr. Shoop's
healthful toasted grains, malt, nuts, and from' good famlllos,
to give
"Tho Inmntes of the red Hunt ois- etc., are so clevorly blended as
irtpi in thH United States number
a wonderfully true coffee taste, color,
Cofover 300,000 nnd ovor 60,000 additions
nnd flavor. And besides, Health
fee goes a third farther than any are made annually.
"rin,i lmnwa nn sex in immortality
other kind. You actually got 100 full
to
1
pound package. the same standard should apply
cups from a 25c,
minmen and women.
a
in
both
"made
is
Coffee
Health
And
"TPvnra oltv linn ItS t ll 0 S1U1 (1 3 Of
boilute." No 20 to 30 minutes tedious
And besides deserted wives. Whore the husbands
nocessary.
all
at
is
ing
In go to fdo not know, but they never
there Is not a grain of real coffee
take the babies with them,"
It. Sold by Frank Andrews,

WILL RE8IGN
HAMILTON
AS ARTESIA'8 POSTMASTER.

BEATEN TO DEATH

Heavy Flow of Oil Struck In the Lower Pecos Valley Republican
City Ticket to Be Named.

As-

m.

AREPOACHING

ON GILA

AREJNSTALLED

Atrocious Murder Reported It Will Involve the Expendi- Violations of Game Laws by
Visitors FromjCentennial
ture of Over a Million
From Chamita to Mounted
Dollars
State Reported
Police
FIVE

WATER

APPLICATIONS

Ten Million Dollar Mining Com
pany Filet Incorporation
Papers.
The territorial mounted police were
notified this forenoon that Juan Jose
Sanchez, a section hand on the Den
ver & Rio Grande railroad, had been
beaten to death near Chamita, Rio
Arriba county, with shovels. Pedro
Cordova and his nephew, also working on the section had quarreled with
Sanchez and had gone to Espanola to
swear out a warrant for the arrest
of Sanchez. Details of the crime are
nioager.
Incorporation.
In the office of Territorial Secretary
papers
Nathan Jaffa Incorporation
were filed today by the Vanadium
Queen Mining Company of Cutter,
Sierra county. New York, Jersey City
and Phoenix. The capitalization is
Into
divided
7,000,000
$10,000,000
shares of common stock and 3,000,000
shares of preferred stock. The incor
porators and directors are: C. H.
Akers, president; H. R. Tritle, vice- president; S. Palmer, secretary and

treasurer.

Appointed Notary Public.
Governor Mills today appointed
Idelberto Delgado of Santa Fe a notary public.
Admitted to New Mexico.
Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo
Chavez will admit to do business in
New Mexico the North American Accident Insurance Company of Chicago.
District Court
The district court was busy today
o
with the Jury trial of Francisco
for assault with a deadly weap
on. Ramon Jimenez pleaded guilty to
assault and battery and was sentenced
to thirty days in Jail and costs.
Attorneys Renehan and Davles to
day filed suit for Mattie L. Smith, nee
Reeves, for divorce against John B.
Smith, to whom she was married on
December 3, 1902, In Texas, but who
deserted her, she asserts after treating her with Inhuman cruelty and
breaking her nose.
Five Water Rights' Applications.
In the office of Territorial Engineer
Vernon L. Sullivan, five applications
for water rights were filed today:
The Fort Sumner and Pecos Land
Company of East Las Vegas asks for
li.42 second feet of the flow of the
Pecos which it proposes to lift Into a
ditch by pumping to reclaim 1342
acreg at a cost of $4,000.
W. S. Hopewell of Albuquerque, ap
plies for 1.78 second feet from TIJeras
creek In TIJeras canon, Sandoval coun
ty, to pump Into a pipe line to irri
gate 125 acres.
P. 8. and F. E. Young of Hope, Cha
ves county, ask for 8 second feet of
flood waters from Eagle creek, a tributary of the Pecos. They propose to
build a dam two feet high and thirty
feet long at a cost ot $1,000.
McLaughlin and Stoffel of Watrous,
Mora county, apply for three second
feet of the Coyote. They propose to
build a dam six feet high and one
hundred feet long In Berg Gag to re
claim 190 acres at a cost of $1,8C5.
M, L. Lange of Colmer, Colfax coun
ty, asks for two second feet of the
flow of the Ocate to be diverted by
ditch for the reclamation of 275 acres
at a cost ot $500.
A NIGHT ALARM.
Worse than an alarm ot fire at night
is the metallic cough of croup. Careful mothers keep Foley's Honey and
Tar In the house and give It at the
first glance of danger. Foley's Hon-

ey and Tar has saved many little
lives. No opiates. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co.

CHIEF JUSTICE POPE
ADDRE8SES

MEETING.

Agressive War on the Saloons Inaug
urated With Mass Meeting at
Roswell.
Roswell, N. M., March 21. Chief
Justice William H. Pope was the lead
ing speaker last night at a mass meeting in the armory at Roswell In sup
port of the movement to close the sa
loons In Roswell. He described vividly the curse of the saloon and spoke
of the prosperity which has come to
Artesia and Portales since those towns
have driven out the saloon. Mrs. C.
E. Mason, wife of the editor of the
Dally Record, made a powerful ad
dress In favor of a dry Roswell. The
churches were closed and the minis
ters were on the platform while over
a thousand people were In the audience. This opened the campaign for
ticket
the election of the
against which only the Democratic
ticket Is in the field.
Visiting Capitalists at Roswell.
Charles A. Otis, owner of the Cleveland Leader and of the banking firm
of Otis & Hough ot Cleveland, O.,
million
with a nartv of twenty-eighaires and business men of Pennsylvania and Now York, who have been
In the lower Pecos valley looking over
various bond matters and also prlvnto
enterprises, loft on their Bpeclnl cars
this morning, expressing themselves
woll eatMed with the outlook in this
corner of New Mexico. The head of
the Ashland( O., bank, who bought the
Milne-Bus- h
ranch for $325,000 expressed himself especially well pleased
with his bargain.
NO SUBSTITUTE.
for Foley's
Accept no substitute
Honey and Tar. It ia the best and
Bafust for coughs, colds, throat and
Contains no opiates
lung troubles.
and no harmful drugB. Remember
the name, Foley's Honey and Tar, and
accept no substitutes, Sold by Stripling-Burrows

& Co,

.

Artesia, N. M., March 19. The New
Hardwlck hotel Is nearlng completion,
but it will yet be some time before
ran ha n)ani on1
fhn
th
...
n... fnpnlclilnr.
,u ....... uina
T
.,
- ... ... - j

'Addlrgton, proprietor of the English
Kitchen, will be landlord, ot the new

hottl.

QUIET DAY AT

M

CAPITOL

First Sergeant John Koogler
Promoted to Second

Lieutenancy

CIVIL CASE IN DISTRICT COURT
Harry W. Hamilton, postmaster at
to
San
has
Antonio,
Artesia,
gone
resided Appointment of Superintendent
Governor Mill Will Announce Perjuiy Case on Trial This Texas where his family has
Is reported
It
and
several
for
months
of Penitentiary Still Hangin
District
of
PenitenAfternoon
the
Superintendent
that he will resign as postmaster here
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The coming census of the United something they know Is impossible, ed again, but tho force of tho move- - the right or the left of the channel. held at $1,200 today and next year above the rail. height
States will bring to this nation a new esnecalIy wheI1 sllch ngitation is add-- ,' ment grew and tho Cannon smile be-"General Anson Mills, the American will be $2,000. Another lot on East
was necessary to take down all
It
sense of its dignity and. its greatness, i.r cconiwh in the nil hut victorious came more serious, he began to commissioner, who is treating with Palace avenue that seven years ago
swltchstands, whistling posts and ovand it ought to renew the popular de
of statehood? And what is limber up, make explanations, even tho Mexican government on tho terri- was sold for $200 Is today appraised erhead wires en route nnd to throw
THE RUSH CONTINUES.
votion to the Ideals upon which the opponents
his
defend
to
torial status of El Paso, in a recent to be worth $1,000. But few business the track two feet In order to pass
the use in sending deputations to though it necessary
Ten years from now, New Mexico national organization is founded.
to protest against inter-- 1 tlons and motives, On the surface, he report says the question of ownership sites are longer available. But this the Mesilla Park depot.
To steady
will have a million people. It will have
states of the union
"Of the forty-siwho
men
defied
the
has not yet been settled. While Mex- increase in real estate values Is only It a loaded coal car was attached to
on the part of the federal gov- apparently
several cities in the 50,000 class and the largest in population is Now York, ferrnce
In
were
thcro
but
estate
the
signs
of
Will these protests change wielded
ico's claim from the legal point
an Intimation of what real
each end of the enr upon which .the
pen,
Santa Fe can be one of these If It gets which will show in the present census emment?
authori- 'that multiplied rapidly, that for the view Is sound enough, General Mills this city will he worth after the state- building roilf, and strin'rs were
n move on and elects a municipal more than eight millions, or nearly the attitude of Washington
was
afraid,
his
he
life
in
first
time
on
not
the
rethis
In
it
matter?
Will
is hopeful that the district may
county fastened to the ends of the cms, and
hood bill has lifted from
ticket of progressive men next month. three times the total population of ties this
of state- - afraid of a power whose might he main under the American flag. The its great indebtedness.
In fact, the running lines were strung from the
With men like Frank P. Sturges as the United States at the time of the contrary make the champions
hood at Washington less Insistent In could not gauge, did not know now alluvial nature of the soil, like the rise of values will not be confined to second story to the stringers, making
mayor and the suburbs of the city war for independence. Next in order
and today Missouri and Mississippi, permits the city lots but will extend to farm prop's a longitudinal base of practically 120
will It not add to fight, could not over-aw- e
aken Into the municipality, Santa Fe will come Pennsylvania with nearly their demands and
to state- - he is shorn of power just because he river to find new channels in nn an- erty and land grants In Santa Fe feet, the other base being, of course,
would soon be crowding Albuquerque seven millions and possibly more than strength to the opposition
4 feet 81-Inches, or regulation
noying manner. Iowa and Nebraska county. The man who has any idea
for the head of the processionr But that number. Illinois will have more
r
Ohio will surpass because it doesn't come In the man- j mighty engine through which the peo-ne- havo come near clashing over this of owning his own home In Santa track gauge. The car springs were all
epeaking of the rush to the southwest, than five millions,
13 not state-- 1 pie make known their wants and
we would prefer?
several times. The Rio Grande, in Fe some day or the board of educa- blocked and made as rigid as
the four million mark, while Massathe Great Southwest says:
on the basis of a broad, general force them if they go unheeded by many places, has the same embarrass- tion that contemplates sooner or later
"The rush to the southwest con- chusetts, Missouri and Texas will each
At first the train moved very slowly
the those drunk with power. There was ing characteristic as the Missouri.
putting up a school house had better
tinues. But yesterday the flourishing have more than three millions, which law as a constitution even with
ad- but gradually the
was ever so soundly envalues
speed was inman
now
no
who
before
was
of
the
of
land
Brownsville
nt
United
the
the
the
the
river
demand
Congress
for
population
approval
buy
des"Recently
the
cities and towns which mark
and several miles were
as was Speaker Cannon, no threatened to cut off old Fort Brown vance to what they are in similar loca- creased,
thousand-foltrenched
at
States
the
time
its
of
creation.
President
the
a
and
bound
westward
tination of travelers
"Eleven states will probably sur- more acceptable than remaining as a man who dreamed so little of being and the national cemetery and annex tions In town like Albuquerque and El "clipped off" nt the rate of nine miles
were but jumping-of- f
places on the
an hour. The entire trin of twentv- the two million mark: Alabama, territory where we have practicallV overthrown, but the American press them to Mexico. This has been obvi Paso. The boom has been long in
pass
arthe
now
constitute
railroads that
four miles consumed Bix hours, an
Iowa,
we are has taught the scoffers that it must be ated by tho building of a strong levee. coming, but there are unmistakable
Indiana,
Georgia,
in
voice
the
no
Kentucky,
government
transcontinental
system
of
a
teries
average speed of four miles nn hour.
Michigan, Minnesota New
Jersey, supposed to be a part of and where reckoned with and that In the long But had it taken place, it might have signs that It is on the way, and will At the end
with branches reaching Into every North
of the Journey the building
Carolina, Tennessee and Wis- the federal government appoints all run there Is no czar so powerful that led to serious complications. No na-- hit Santa 1 e booh, especially ir inc was In
as good shape as when It left
habitable quarter of their domain.
consin.
withstand or Hon would be willing to permit a
should elect the right kind of a its
Let's have state-- 1 he can successfully
our main officers?
"The venturesome traveler whose
native
boII; In fact, the plastering
"Twelve other states will have hood!"
sneer at its righteous edicts.
tification to be handed over to a neigh progressive municipal ticket on April was not even
destination was marked by a watering more than a million each:
cracked, a feature which
5th.
Arkansas,
bor, even if the two powers were on
speaks well for the roadmaster and
tank, faced conditions that demanded California, Connecticut, Kansas, Louis
most
the
his men.
friendly terms. Imagine the
NO ROOM FOR PESSIMISM.
courage and endurance, and the ma- iana, Maryland, Mississippi, Nebraska,
HELPING THE CENSUSMAN.
The Gem City Is pretty far down the
R. J. Gatewood, division engineer,
The raven is thought to be a wise
The Supervisor of the Census for Rhine shifting its course and giving Rio Grande valley but it agrees with
jestic edifices which now mark the Oklahoma, South Carolina, Virginia
anof
to
some
the
German
fortresses
San Marclal, N. M., In forwarding the
he Is New Mexico, like so many other suand trading-pos- t
old bird, probably, because
site of
and West Virginia.
northern New Mexico
the
farmers
of
other jiower!
illustrations and an account of the
of the early days, testify to the un"Nearest to the million mark will croaking all the time. The human pervlsors in the country, Is a newsIn their protest against the embargo
the
"It may be necessary to modify the that the Reclamation Service has undertaking, remarks:
come the' three states of Florida, pessimist often poses as knowing it paper man, and he appreciates
erring judgment and indomitable
"There is one thing in connection
Is
international law when the territory
of the forerunners of our west- Washington and Colorado, while an- all and the prophet of evil acquires help that the New Mexico press
placed on the waters of the Rio Gran
ern civilization.
other state well up toward the million a great reputation for being wiser giving Uncle Sam in securing an ac- has some peculiar value. In the mean- de and its tributaries north of Engie with this work which Is particularly
worthy of mention, and that Is the
of barren class but of slower growth Is the far than the optimist. James J. Hill, the curate and complete census. Nearly time, the difficulty has not reached a The Socorro Chieftain says:
"Facing vast stretches
"teamwork" shown by the men. Our
railroad magnate, might be dubbed a every one of the 125 New Mexico ex- serious phase, and our friendship with
country
"Both tho Albuquerque Journal and
unproductive, uninhabited eastern state of Maine.
watchword
was never
wastes forsaken of man, and blighted
"There remain but twelve states raven, a pessimist by trade, and his changes that come to the New Mex- Mexico is In no danger of rupture."
the Santa Fe New Mexican have tak magazine's
more forcibly demonstrated than in
en up the cudgel for a modification of thl
by the srorchlng suns and hot winds, which will not reach the million mark reputation has been mightily enhanc- ican's table printed President Taft's
instance.
Every man did his
daring m.d desperate was the adven for some years, and in this group the ed thereby. His address at St. Paul proclamation on the census in full NEW MEXICO AS A WEALTH PRO. the reclamation service regulations own
work and part of the other felweek and many of the newspapers
diversion
which prohibit additional
turer w!i? Traversed uSse Teaches of new states of New Mexico and Ari- today Is bound to attract more atten- - last
DUCER.
low's
was
to do anything he
anxious
are giving space generously to the
of water from the Rio Grande and its saw should bo
desolation and endeavored to wrest zona, now territories, are likely to ' tion and more comment than the utNew Mexico produced last year $00,- - tributaries above the
done. Teamwork is a
bulletins that have been sent out from
a
take
not
will
well
Ele
of
Taft.
toward
It
front.
President
soil
position
the
the
terances
the
proposed
from
fruitage
by
refractory
'Nevada, for many years the runt of do to decry the Hill forwarnlngs even the Washington and Santa Fe offices. 000,000 worth of agricultural wealth; phant Butte dam. The prohibition is great thing. That, combined with a
waterless years.
the Albuquerque Morning Jour- Its stock ranges added something like based on the need of all available personnl Interest between employers
with gaping the national family, is likely to show though the picture of tho future that Says
"Land
and employes such as we are now
nal:
$20,000,000 to the wealth of the Terri- water to fill the
great reservoir to be
wounds branded with the mark of a most encouraging growth for the he draws is too sombre. The lesson
"In about throe weeks from this tory and even in mining, the pro- created for the Irrigation of lands be- having all along the line will make
eternal drouth; and in this land of lit- period since the last census, with a of thrift, of economy, is always a good
the Santa Fe the greatest railway
development of agriculture one and the cry against extravagance time the census man will be on his duction was by no means small for It low it In New Mexico, Texas, and
tle promise lurked the 'bad man,' and permanent
system In the world."
No Mexico. . This looks
as well as a phenomenal inco-easin always bore Its weight even In the rounds, and as good citizens we should totaled more than $8,000,000.
very much like
here dwelt venomous creeping things
So La Tuna now has a new depot
Interests and production.
all be prepared to receive him, not wonder that The Earth says:
the development of one section of and Is
safe in their habitat but under the mining
days of Greece and Rome. But It must
happy, as Is Las Cruces, with
Vt Ith the admission
$332,-00"Of
was
with
$401,000
with
debut
this,
of
open
two
gold;
of
the
arms,
the
the
necessarily
ter
the
at
expense
country
.brazen skies no green thing flourish
not be forgotten that as long as the
Its brand new building. And J. B.
ritories
of
and with a consciousNew
Mexico
$1,220,000,
silver;
and
minds,
and
open,
copper;
Arizona
the
of
another,
papers
velopment
ed. It was
earth produces bountifully, as long ness
country a desert the
of the fact that the entire effort
zinc; $430,000, iron; $206,400, mentioned are thus not lacking a good Hayes, general foreman at San Marcontinental union of American
as men Increase their capacity for proclal, N. M., who had direct charge
which
states will be complete, and no additionthe
federal
natural
and
$12,600
cement,
government
upon
reason for swinging a mighty vigor of
lead;
as the sun shines Is now
"In it came the waters. Not from
tho work, Is to be congratulated,
so much money and
coal. The rest was turquoise, ous cudgel In behalf of the people who
states can be added unless they are ducing; as long
al
expending
be
on the success which attended the efthere will
the molstureless clouds, but from the created in Alaska or
and the rain falls,
so much labor will owe Its success, bismuth, precious stones, etc. For the dwell for three hundred miles along
the
or
islands,
y
forts of himself and men.
streams of God's country, in the
for all to eat and live on, pro- its correctness and Its satisfactorl-nes- first time In the annual
unlikly event of the extension enough
reports of the the valley of the Rio Grande."
where fat cattle browsed on the lux- of the national
viding the machinery of distribution
solely to the Individual answers School of Mines, petroleum appears
territory,
'
rich
where
the
of
to
odor
a point
can be ndjusted
uriant grasses and
"PrYMrl O tftnrra a nl...
-that we may malts to the enumerator, as an articlo of commerce. This was The next few days ought to prove
plows, nies-omould, turned by steam-driver
hence it is to our interest as mem- from the field lately discovered in the whether the Republican Philadelphia
the edge 0
MINES AND
mb'e'
faDrica
filled the air. From the country where tinent the United States has come
bers of the community and the nation lower Pecos
Press Is right or not when It says
to ' worlc' Flnanclal
(Efldy
county).
valley
land a little land meant money, and be the most nowerfnl nnrf
come
and
go, governments that we make prompt and correct an The
panics may
D. C, date line:
product was used for fuel In local under a Washington,
Its attendant comforts and luxuries. nation of the world with the
but as lons M there Bre swers to all of his questions. Some
"Owing to ' a peculiar misunder
greatest may totter' acres
and a few barrels were
Gold Strike at
power
plants,
"In the wake of irrigation came the
Nogal William
soem
01
,r of them may
susvepume
impertinent, but shipped to El Paso. The mines of New standing the Arizona and New Mexico
homogeneous population of any nation, ' mm'ons
Brown, of Nogal, Lincoln county, is
homeseeker, the Investor and all the
"Such growth does not bring relief vation tnat are not yet drawn up011 10 they are necessary, and will only be Mexico are
statehood
as
some
bill
of
,
die,
may
Amer-in
oldest
the
among
countless agencies which make for from great and serious
man continues used for good ends. The enumerator
problems and Produce, and as long as
ico. The Santa Rita copper mines President Taft's other pet measures devoloplng his two gold clalmB, .which
progress. Water was king water Is dangers, however much their nature t0 manufacture machinery to do his comes to you strictly on public busiSenator Beveridge's are located Bide by side, In the form of
which now are pro- have perished.
(Grant
County),
lilng in that section of the southwest may be changed by the increase of work' B0 lonS tllere need bo n0 ,ear ness. He books no lightning rods to
committee on territories reported out a
parallelogram, 1,600 feet by 1,200
where yet remain vast tracts of uncul- the nation in physical strength and In of universal starvation. It is not only put up nor books to sell on the side, ducing more ore than ever before, favorably today" a statehood bill.
were worked by the
Spaniards so
feet, on tho mail route from the Rock
tivated land.
material resources.'"
true that this has become a Dinion and will not appear later with proma
Is
this
to
be
taken
"Whether
as
as 1769, and by the Indians be"Who can estimate the worth of the'
Island railroad to the Parsons mines,
dollar country, but behind that fact issory notes or tax notices, and no early
fore that. Placer gold has been pro- substitute of the House bill, already
unoccupied land of the southwest a
stands a still greater fact, that the part of the Information he gets from duced In the
THE TIME FOR CLEANING.
passed, or as an entirely new meas- In the heart of the mineral belt. He
Insome
with
territory,
will
used
be
to 'give you away',
ure not even some of the committeegeneration hence? With water availThe Daily Optic advises the Meadow production of wealth Is Increasing you
occuhe has been steadily working his
him terruptions when savage Indians
receive
able for millions of acres. Its value City to clean
than therefore you should
men, including Senator Kean, of New says
up, just as the New Mex with amazing rapidity, and more
tho
Blnce 1538. Tur
country,
pied
answer
and
him
exkindly
will Increase beyond the most
could figure out. And upon properties, and has two tunnels, the
cheerfully."
Jersey,
ican has advised Santa Fe to do. Mu- that, the capacity for producing
quoise mines were opened by Indians this point will
huberant estimates of the present nicipal
one man
the question upper being about 60 feet above the
cleaning has no season of Its wealth is on the increase, for
and afterward abandoned, before the whether the bill depend
will go merely Into lower one, and Ib In 145 feet, which
day, and the man is wise who re own, the cleaning should be In prog- with the aid of machinery can proBALLINGER'S ADDRESS AT ST.
The
Spanish conquest.
turquoise conference in the two Houses or
cognizes opportunity and lays hold ress all the time. However, the
much wealth today as ten or
PAUL.
gives It a depth of about 200 feet The
mines in Grant county, now In oper have to be
Optic duce as
upon this land while the price approx- says:
passed again by the
a hundred men could produce in the
Tho address of Secretary of the ni- - ation, are the largest in the world. House.
mountain Is about 400 feet high above
imates the reasonable figure placed
for
room
terlor Bollinger at ,SL Paul. Minn., From Santa Fe county, Tiffany, the fa
The spring season is here. The years of the past. There is
"In the latter event, it might be the canon and the veins rim down the
but
upon it today.
extravagance
against
warnings
time
of
even
the
defines
mous
when
New
afternoon,
yesterday
year
Mexico
Jeweler of New York, obtains killed and there Is a rumor at the
"Come to the southwest. It is God's
mountain. "The vein shows about
more clearly than he has done before his supply of turquoise. Every coun
will be one of the most traveled terri- there Is no room for pessimism.
Capitol that this joker was inten- four
own country."
and a half foet In width and I
tories in the country Is coming.
his position on the conservation ques- ty traversed by the Santa Fo railway tionally
Injected for the purpose of
That Santa Fe and surroundings
will get more visitors this year FREE ADVICE NOT APPRECIATED. tion and at the same time answers produces minerals.
Out of Grant defeating statehood at this session." found free gold in the rock," said Mr.
will get more than their share of ir- tnan ever before In Its
Don H. Kedzie of the Western Lib- succinctly the arguments advanced by county the Santa Fe carries 500 tons
Brown. "This was in the upper tunhistory. Alrigation enterprises as soon as the ready a large number have
which
aro truly of Iron ore daily."
The Gem City does not have much nel, and not having what I considered
arrived, eral, hands the editor of the Artesia his opponents,
embargo laid on the waters of this brought here through the
"nebulous theories that sound good to
Irrigation Advocate, the following left hander:
difficulty In picking a candidate for sufficient depth, I started the lower
country by the reclamation service on project that Is under way In this vi"The publisher of the Advocate, of the ear, but are impossible of practunnel.' In starting this I found a
"What good can come out of Naza- mayor and no citizens or
account of the Elephant Butte project cinity.
Many more will come because Artesia, is more given to language tical application to existing condimovement Is thought of. Says the stringer 18 Inches wide, which pans
Is answered by the QiieBta Rereth,"
Is lifted, Is shown by the following of this, and the several territorial than
any newspaper man in the ter tions." Ho decries both the hysteria view when It makes note of the fol- Socorro Chieftain:
nice free gold, and I drifted on this
editorial In The Earth:
conventions, of which the U. A. R. ritory. With any excuse as starter he that exists on one side and the ten"By the way, men and brethren, let about 140 feet. Then I continued tho
news that ought to be
"Irrigation enterprises, under way encampment Is one, will brint more can reel off several columns of words dency to despoil the public domain on lowing news,
Bersheoba, us not forget that Socorro Is to have a main tunnel, to cut the three veins
spread from Dan to
In the region surrounding the fine and people to Las Vegas than have ever that often are as Interesting as they the other and he will find
ninety per wherever tliere is a community that city election next mouth. Let us be which exist on that side of the hill. At
been
old
are
will
accurate.
of
here
been
one
he
at
Santa
cent
has
of
before.
time
Fe,
progressive
30 feet, I got the first load, and am
the people of the west with needs cleaning up as
city
Recently
badly as does casting about, too, for the right sort
"All these things mean that Las spending a great deal of time on the him on that proposition. Mr.
turn water upon and reclaim many
Balllnger Santa Fe, and which Is paying for Its of men for our city officials. There Is still drifting ahead to cut the next
thousand acres of fertile land which Vegas must put Us beBt foot forward proposed constitution of the new state is a safe leader to follow for he is as
my
especial to complain of In the lend. I am now concentrating
now are only pastures. Six miles if it is to dorlve the advantage that of New Mexico, and Is very anxious to conservative as ho Is progressive, uncleanllness with scoreB of deaths nothing
I had to
conduct of our present officials.
In work on the lower tunnel.
this winter :
south of Santa Fe, the Santa Fo Irri- It should. It means that the city must have all sorts of things In it, all of anomalous as that may seem. Ho ex50
feet before I cut the lodo, and
"The people of Quests, male nnd fact, it Is very doubtful whether there run
gation Company Is constructing two make the best possible Impression which helps out the constant flow of presses the opinion that "a greater obrose up aB one on Wednesday Is another man In Socorro who would when I cut through it I had eight feet
dams in the Arroyo Hondo. Eight upon those who come here during the language. Last week the Advocate ligation rests upon the states than up- female,
of
have
done as much for the promotion
nnd gave tho streets, alleys, yards,
good ore, and it ipans gold on both
miles farther south, Colorado Springs current year, and one of the best printed an Item that recently appear on the general government to Inauguretc., a good cleaning. It speaks much of the city's Interests as Mayor Bur-su- walls. I am now drifting south on the
capitalists are planning to conserve ways in which to Impress visitors ed in the Liberal, showing that the ate laws to prevent waste In the util- for our town
has
lead
and am In about 12 feet, People
done, or who would have had
ordinances
the waters of the Bonanza, the Clene-gulll- with the advantages of the city Is to Democrats of the two territories, when ization of national resources." This or orders fromthata without that
volun- the hearty support of the other mem- who have been hero to see my find
mayor,
to
Is getting down to first
and the Santa Fe, for the recla- make it clean and presentable.
It comes to the point, are opposed
principles. The tarily such a cleaning should be bers of the city council regardless of pronounce the ore tollurldo of gold."
mation of 20,000 acres. Still further
"Naturally, Las Vegas is handsome statehood. The quotation was accur- west, for one, Is sick of federal patern- made. We Invito outsiders to come to party nfllillntlon, That Is a desirable
Each department of the reduction
south there is a great project to dam but It Is certainly unhandsome when ate, and in speaking of the constitu- alism and bureaucracy that seeks to
town
Is clean
and state of affairs that we have the op- works will be lighted by electricity,
the White Rock Canon and to reclaim It is In an unkempt condition. No city tion of 1890 it said: "If it had been regulate every man's life, every acre Quesla; our
portunity to perpetuate, if we will." nnd driven by an electric motor, fura large area around the village of San can make the most of Its advantages adopted tho chances aro Congress of land, and ovory second foot of wa- healthy."
nished with current from a generator
to tiamingo. Near Albuquerque, a If It is dirty and bedraggled In appear would have admitted us on it." The ter by departmental orders or bureau
The dainty may sniff nt the theme directly connected to a steam engine
It must not be forgotten that Sancompany expects to dam the Tljeras ance, and It behooves Las Vegas to language mill then got to work, com- rules,
ta Fe must look to tho kind of men It and It is not a poetical one, and yet, that Is supplied with superheated
the Albuquerque busy itself setting Its house In order, menting on the article from the LibCanon, reclaiming
elects to the city hoard of education. tliere Is music to the ear of the farm- - steam from a battery of boilers of
mesa. North of Santa Fe, on the east and to do this in due time.
The New Mexican Is. pleased
In the following from the Taos ample size to permit of the furnishing
eral, and when It got to the above
to It might be well to question candidates
"TuIb Is the spring cleaning season quoted section the
nide of the Rio Grande, It Is proposed
electric power over transmission lines
language said: learn that Archbishop Pltaval con whether they fuvor school gardons, Valloy News:
to dam the stream, reclaiming the anyway, when careful householders "Then you assert that if the people templates the erection of a manual manual training and believe In
"Hog raising Ib a sure Investment for the operation of the holBts, air
giving
lands from Embudo south to Santa clear away the accumulation of lit- had accepted that constitution then training school In Santa Fe. Such a the children of each ward a modern here. Hogs fed and fattened on al compressors, drills and oilier appara
Cruz. West of the same stream the ter of the year, and the city would Congress would have given them school Ib one of the greatest needB of school house. The schools are the falfa are healthy. There Is a vast tus to be used at the various mining
Chama and the El Rlto rivers are to do well to follow the example of the statehood." A language mill that can- the Territory. The many boys grow- heart of the city; they havo been com- difference between the meat of
Later If an Increase In
hogs properties.
reclaim a large portion of the Lobato housekeepers In this respect.
not quote more accurately than that ing to manhood in this vicinity hav- paratively well managed In the past fed In this way and those which are milling capacity Is required by an acswlll-fono
In
aim
"That time Is now, and every day deserves little attention. People who ing
and
life, no training to en but the cause of education must not
grant. These lands are adapted especHogs fat- tive c development 01 the mines, a hy
ially to the production of apples and that It Is delayed means that less will are not devoted to language, and who able them to learn a living, are the be permitted to stand still and Santa tened on field peas, which make a
powor plant Is contem
saddest
evidence
be
In
the
0'
other hardy fruits, and for gardons
Taos county, com plated on lho Gila river that would
accomplished in this direction. Not are acquainted with the way Congress
neglect wltn Fe ought to keep in line with the moat splendid crop
and alfalfa meadows. There Is plen- only should the city authorities take has acted on the statehood question which the authorities have treated and progressive communities In the coun- mand the highest prices of the mar also furnish powor to the other minty of water In the mountains, and cap- a hand In the matter of cleaning the for many years will never assert that ire treating especially the native try. The motto should be: "Nothing ket on account of the superior quali- ing and mercantile Industries of this
. too good for the children!"
and other districts." Mogollon News.
ty of bacon they produce,"
ital Is finding the way lo conserve it." city and rendering it beautiful In Congress will or will not do any par. children.
IMPORTANCE
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8ANTA FE'S FAME
FORT 8UMNER IS
out their dress, ho was no longer an switches In the air and! giving utterIN CENTRAL AMERICA.
COMING TO THE FRONT.
and ance to every lmpulso of their savIn the city
Indian.
Educated
GREAT
E
living constantly amid Us stir and age nature, their hideous yells seemed
in El Hersldo, Guatemala,
Interview
Will
Be
New
Established
Office
Land
civiliwlh
was
saturated
ho
the
tear
delightto snap and
asunder
activity,
With Doctor Edgar L. Hewett
There Rush for Land and
zation.
ful silence of this sunny land.
11
of This City.
Town Lots is On,
AT ISLETA Yet now, horn a3 ho was in the land They disappeared almost as quickUnder the heading of "A Prominent
23. Recent
Fort Sumner, March
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sure andn.sk for "Mrs, Wlnslow's Konthlua-fyrup.- "
make Santa Fe their home. Mr. Lyng their candidate for mayor; and John
of
50
was
the
cents.
or sent by mall for
The
Sample
acquitted of the charge of
Albuquerque, was robbed yesterday
ud take no lotlior kind. 36o, a
Temperance Union Organized
will come here every Saturday and re- T. McCIutb for city treasurer.
bottle'
women of Farmington have organized murder of A. S. Peck at La Lande. $80 worth of gold used in filling Co.. Le Roy, N. Y,
W. C. T. U. Organized at Wlllard
maining over Sunday. Mr. Lyng Is a
a temperance union. They elected The trouble originated over the burn teeth.
native of Kentucky, but began his rail- A branch of the Woman's Christian Mrs. Kate Pitrat,
Tailor Ha Hand Burned During
president; Mrs. W. ing of Harwell's saloon and resulted
road career In Columbus, 0., where Temperance Union was organized this F. Paxton, vice president; Mrs. W. B. in the killing of Peck. Harwell claim a fire In the tailor shop of Fred Smith
the
with
was
of
he
for a number
years
week at Wlllard, Torrance county, Coslen, secretary;
Mrs.
A. Mack, ed that Peck was the agressor. Chief at Carrizozo, Lincoln county, an emToledo and Ohio Central and Is wide with Mrs. Putney as president; Mrs. treasurer; Mrs. L. A. Johnson, Mrs. Justice W. H. Pope presided over the ploye C. Reeder, had both hands terthe
In
clrclos
railroad
in
known
secrely
W. F, Paxton and Miss Alice Powers, trial.
l
Harrison, treasurer; Mrs. Ross,
ribly burned.
east and middle weet. No one has yet tary; Mrs. Dunlavy, Mrs. Wolfe, Mrs. executive committee.
Another Runaway at Tularosa
Barkeeper Slucjcjcd and Robbed
been appointed to succeed Mr. Lyng. Perrln and Mrs. Dreyfuss as honorary
M.
In
Is
an
an
bartender
Tularosa
W.
Lots
Norment Buys
J.
Morelll,
Albuquer
epidemic
for $2,170
experiencing
J. W. Norment, president of the Cap- que saloon, was hit over the head of runaways. The latest victim Is Ira
members.
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Las Vega Will Have a Fair The
Collecting Delinquent
Carrizozo. Mrs. Wetmore who was
years ago in Mora county a consider- Las Vegas Agricultural Fair Associa
with him also had her hip hurt. Miss
uljle number of tracts of land were tion has distributed circulars that It
Maud Abbott whose horse caused the
rold to the county for delinquent tax- will have a fair this full. Tho New
runaway was dragged considerable
is. Few of these have been redeem- Mexico Horticultural
will
Soicety
distance.
now
preparing have to rustle to get Into a field with
ed nnd the collector is
to
the
sale
John Mondragon is Dead The funcertificates
of
to sell the
at
Fe
a
this
Santa
fair
year.
S. S. S. cures Catarrh by removing the cause from the blood. It so eral of John Mondragon, who died yeshighest bidder for cash as the luw
Comand
Snow
Assistant
Land
j
Deep
thoroughly purifies the circulation that there is nothing loft to inflame and terday afternoon, took place this after-noo- n
directs.
.T. C.
and J. W. missioner Mateo Lujnn says that 72.5 irritate the mucous linings of the body, which is the most prominent anrl
Mr,- - Mono
from the Cathedral.
Big Cattle Deal
mucous
as
tho
membranes
Catarrh.
As
on
of
snow
fell
effect
of
Cimarron
Inches
long
the
dangerous
ana dragon was 05 years of age and was a
Chreton have bought oue the Interest
in eastern Colfax county this tissues are kept in a stato of inflammation and Irritation by an impure
of R. A. Cureton and sons, Jack and range
infected condition of the circulation, Catarrh will remain. Its disagrcoablif widower. Ho formerly lived on San
o
are
feet
There
still
season,
four
of ringirir? noises in tho ears, mucous dropping back: into the Francisco street. The funeral arrangeCos, in the Cureton Cnttle Company riiow on the level in that
part of Now symptoms
headaches, watery eves, difficult breathing, and even stomach ments were In charge of the Wagner
In Grant county.
Our lial of umciI Aiilimiobilrsi i.i tho mast complete) ever ofTi'icd in the
Mexico and a good water supply for throat,
Lands
weakened health, cannot be permanently relieved until the Undertaking Establishment.
and
Big
Contractor
disorders
La
Vegas
nnd put
West. All miieliiiK-siilTeii-the summer is assured.
l.y tw nre thoroughly ovorhBHV-alone can huvo no roal curative valuo,
Local
of
is
M.
blood
applications
Sundt
M.
purified.
Contractor
A hundred
Civic Interest Meeting
Contract
Writn for latent primed lint of
in the very lient working cimtlition.
Sprays, inhalations,
Man Succumbs to Pneumonia because such treatment does not reach the blood.
contract
Young
a
landed
$22,000
met
or
at
more
Santa
citizens of
Fo
Las Vegas
cleansing and antlseptio etlect, but
Vl!ITB 'i 0 DAY.
Antonio R., the nineteen year old lotions, etc., are valuable only for thoir will
prices anil description i.f curs.
at Fort Bayard by the clone margin
find a euro impossible. Nothing the opera house last night and listen
Catarrh sufferers
o former Justice of the Peace if depended on alone
clown
to
into
the
gets
circulation,
a
dozen
ed
Catarrh.
It
of $00 between himself and tho next son
goes
for
S
S.S.
impassioned
nearly
curing
equals
TH5 AUTOICBSLE AUCTION & (.OMISSION CO,
Henry Pachoco, died yesterday after
the root of the trouble, and romovos every particle of catarrhal matter speeches on the need of miming a
lowest bidder.
noon at 3:15 o'clock, after eight days' at
from the blood and enriches this vital fluid so that instead of irritating ticket in Hie spring eloctlon that will
Charged With Attempting to Pass
Edward McKenzle and Illness ot pneumonia, at his home on the different mucous portions of the body, it nourishes them with rich,
the voice of the people of
Bad Check
1G30 GLENARM G7. DENVER, COLO '
1
Then the symptoms begin to pass away, and represent
health-giving
properties.
John Trevls were arrested at Albu- Palacein avenue, just otacross the Arroyo Catarrh is
Book on Catarrh and any medical advice this city, H, II. Dorman presided at
cured.
permanently
the
house
Sais
David
Gonzales,
OBsJI
of
attempting
on
the charge
the meeting and Frank Qormley actquerque
GA.
trea.
SPECIFIC
SWIFT
CO., ATLANTA,
JHE
to pass a worthless check (or $26 In The deceased was born and reared in
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Santa Fe and was an unassuming.
Christian young man. Besides his
father, four brothers and a sister survive.
The funeral will take place on
Monday morning. Requiem mass will
be celebrated nt the Cathedral and
Interment will be made In Rosurio
cemetery.
In
Bloom Apricot
Apricot Tree
trees are In bloom, rather earlier than
usual at Santa Fe.
Snow In El Pao On St. Patrick's
day, 1881, El Paso had quite a snow
storm says the s!l Paso Herald.
Ballard Tired of Politic Charles
L. Ballard says he will not run for
sheriff ot Chaves county again. He
said that he Is so tired ot politics
Uiat he would not accept any office,
even if he could have It for the asking.
for Wife Beating-Ant- onio
Six Month
Lente of Corona. Lincoln
county, was given six months In jail
and $100 fine for wife beating by Justice of the Pence Jones at Corona.
Eurlblo Chaves was bound over at
tho same time in $1,500 bond on the
charge of stealing a horse nine miles
north of White Oaks.
Transferred The
House
Court
county court house has been formally
transferred by the contractor to the
board of county commissioners and
Treasurer Celso Lopez and Assessor
Trinidad Alarld took possession of
their offices today. Probate Clerk
George W. Armljo expects to move In
Monday. Other officers will move in
at their convenience.
Lived Life of Hermit The body of
Andres Domlngues. a farmer aged 70
years, was found on his little farm
four miles from the city yesterday.
It Is thought he had been dead three
or four dava and the coroner was
notified. After a thorough Investigation an Inquest was held and the verdict given that Mr. Domlngues' death
was due to heart disease. It Is
thought, however, that when the old
man became 111 he proved an easy vic
tim of heart trouble as he had no one
to assist him in his illness. He is
known to have one son living in
The sheriff has taken charge
of the dead man's property. The Wag
ner Undertaking Establishment had
charge of the funeral which took place
this afternoon.
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